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This thesis is intended to eamine the mission given to the large

and powerful Imperial Iranian A=ed Forces during its campaign to

neutralize the revolution, a revolution generated under the banner of

Islan and led by Ayatollah Ruhollah Ehareini. Furdhemcre, the thesis

will attemt to isolate the rain reason for lack of success experi-

enced by the Imperial Iranian Armed Force by exaning the numerous

events leading up to the fall of the Pahlavi regime and the end to yet

another dynasty in the history of Persia.

The opposition to the government of the Shahanshah (king of kings)

can be traced back to the initiation of the Vnite Revolution by the

Shah in 1963. In an attempt to limit this thesis, only the overt re-

volution will be examined and this can be traced back to late 1977.

Initially, the Islamic clergy comnanced to speak out against the Shah

in the .Mosques. This protest was readily supported by the college

students in Tehran and other cities across Iran. A friendly govern-

merit and close ally to the Shah, the United States, was exerting sae

pressure on the Shah to observe human rights throughout his govement.

Apparently, the Shah found himelf in a position that required relax-

ation of his repressive goverrennt toward his people. He did in fact

becam samewhat tolerant of deimarstrations and verbal attacks made

against his regime. The Shah could have easily ignored the warnings

issued by the United States; however, he would have surely lost his
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ability to purchase ilitary hardware and consumers goods that he was

able to initiate under President Nixon and the Nixon Doctrine. Fur-

thermore, the Shah may have found all United States contracts for de-

fense purdhases cancelled, involving military hardware valued into the

millions of dollars.

The Shah, with sane exceptions, was indeed tolerant of vocal

abuse, critical press reviews, and open demstrations on the streets.

The Iranian people perceived an open ear within the United States and

the man, President Carter, who could correct the conditions in Iran.

A major blow to this view was struck when President Carter stopped

over in Iran on New Years Eve of 1977 to meet with the Shah while en-

route to Egypt. After dining with the Royal Family in the Niavaran

Palace, President Carter gave a short speech in front of the press.

The President briefly mentioned human rights; however, he openly

praised the Shah for his leadership in Iran and the Middle-East. The

text of his speech was in the morning headlines of all Iranian news-

papers and alienated the masses in Iran. The Iranian people felt the

United States policy on human rights was simply a political issue to

be spoken, but never enforced in the international arena.

4 During January of 1978, the spark was ignited and the Islamic

People's Revolution began overtly. Signficant events and actions will

be examined u to February 12, 1979, when the government of Shah

McAhamad Reza Pahlavi was erased from existence and kings would rule

Persia no more.

Since the entire Iranian crisis is current and still in the news,

there has not been adequate tune for camprehensive works on the sub-

4-. g..
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ject to surface and provide the base for academic researd. The au-

thor was assigned to Iran in August of 1977 and served with the IqTper-

ial Iranian Armed Forces until forced to evacuate in February of 1979.

Therefore, the author has incorporated numeroum personal observations

experienced during his tor of duty. Ths should reinforce the thesis

and support available researd data to achieve a sdolarly product.

The author was assigned as the Foreign Military Sales Training

Officer within the United States Army Mission and Military Assistance

Advisory Group to Iran. He worked with top military leaders of Iran

on off-shore training programs, mnitored in-country English language

training, performed official escort duty for the Secretary of the

United States Army during his visit of Iran in May of 1978, and was

the action/escort officer for the visit of nineteen Iranian military

leaders to IWORCR in the Federal Republic of Genmany during Septem-

ber of 1978. This thesis will hopefully promote an interest among

students of the Middle-East to conduct further research on Iran and

expand the limits of this initial effort.
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I wish to express my gratitude to a trusted and loyal friend in

a troubled country. Mr. Esfandiar Shahmardian served as my foreign

military txaining executive during my tour of duty in Iran with the

Inverial Iranian Ground Forces. Mr. Shahmardian had served the United

States Embassy in Tehran, Iran for nearly toenty-five years as a

foreign service training executive with duty to the AMSH-MAAG, Iran.

He was my interpreter, Iranian ilitary expert, Iranian cultural ad-

visor, business associate, and mt inportant, my close friend. This

man perscnally knew each general officer in the active forces since

he had assisted each one of them during their preparatian for off-

shore training and enjoyed their caoplete confidence. Mr. Shahmardian's

contacts within the military made my job easier and saved countless

man-hours of frustration in developing rapport with my coumterparts.

Without his assistance, I could never be size that I would have been

able to reach the Aerican Ebassy an the day I was directed to evac-

uate. Mr. Shhnrinrisked personaal safety by driving his car to

my house on the econo and after pidcing me up, drove the five, long

miles to the American Embassy grounds to safety and ultimate freedan.

He was able to effectively pass me through five revolutionary road-

blocks on that unforgettable day in my life. I will always dherish

A, his friendship and pray for his safety. God willing, he will soon be

able to flee the chaos of his hom2land and retire in peace in the
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United States of America.

I would be remiss if I failed to remember another close friend

who stood close at hand during my final days in Iran. Mr. Rasoul

Nakaie, an executive with the National Iranian Oil Company, shared a

cimni love of hunting and fishing with me and we had planned a big

hunt in the Elburz mountains for Ibex, a magnificent monmtain goat,

until the intensity of the revolution required us to cancel. After

leaving my office on February 10, 1979, I was never outside of my

residence until the evacuation of Americans began. After expending

all of my supplies of food, he made daily trips to my home to bring

me supplies fram the market. He spent numerous hours visiting me and

updating me cn the current situation. Since it was not safe for an

American to be out on the streets, Rasoul was instrumental in the

maintenance of my sanity during those long days and nights alone. I

hope that Allah will secure his safety and his Mslem family and home.
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CNAPTER I

THE ITEIL IRANIAN AlM E DRMS: AM OVERVE

As an introduction to this thesis, it is paramout to understand

the basic structure and true purpose for the existence of a large mil-

itary establishment in Iran. The Imperial Iranian Axmed Forces were

the foundation of the Shah's regime. The Shah, .Mchamad Reza Pahlavi,

could not have stood as the monard without a strong and dedicated

military force. The regime was historically a government that exist-

ed by military coups, one in 1921 which established the Pahlavi Dynas-

ty and another in 1953 that returned the Shah to the thre fran his

exile. Both Shah Mdcanmtid Reza Pahlavi and his father, Reza Shah the

Great, were brought to power by the military and each relied on the

military to enforce his rule in Iran. Iran was not a military dicta-

torship due to the position of the monard; the Shah was the king and

not simply a military officer. Although both the Shah and his father

crowned themselves, they did not rule as military officers. There-

fore, it should be understandable why the Shah sought to continue his

efforts to add strength to the military forces and pipeed the offi-

cer ccrps with high wages and benefits to retain their loyalty.

The Shah may have led the outside world to believe his military
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madine was required to maintain regional stability or counter an out-

side threat; however, the real threat to his regime was internal. The

Shah's royal lineage started with his father and could not be traced

back through 2500 years of Persian history. Nevertheless, he declared

himself the vahandshah, king of kings, and was determined to see his

son, Crown Prince Reza, ascend to the Peacock Throne.

The Shah built his regime on a military force that possessed the

latest state-of-the-art military hardware and the best military train-

ing his petroleum dollars could purchase. A conservative estimate of

twelve billion dollars in defense expenditures were used for purdcases

fran the United States alone in the last decade. Prior to the Islanic

Revolution, the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces numbered close to

500,000 and was the strongest military force in the region. The

complete military modernizatin program continued up to the collapse

of the Pahlavi Dynasty.

The Imperial Iranian Armed Forces were cammanded directly by the

Shah through the Supreme Camider 's Staff. This staff headae

was located in the Northern section of Tehran and the dief of this

staff was a full general officer. The function of the Sureme Ca-

mander's Staff (SCS) was to operate as a planning and control center

for the Sah. The Chief, SCS appeared to have command responsibility

over the service sections according to organization charts; however,

the control was limited to plans, program, and budgets. During an

actual war or crisis, the SCS would function as the Shah's tactical

operations staff. The commanding general of each respective service

section received direction frm and answered directly to the Shah.

iI
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This method of control was utilized for even the most routine activities.

Furthennore, this highly centralized span of control provided the Shah

with current infomtion on each of his services and discouraged any au-

mander fran gaining the influence and power required to stage a military
1

takeover.

General Ashari, who had been Chief, SCS for same tiae was appointed

the military Prime Minister by the Shah on Noveter 6, 1978. General

Gharabaghi followed him as dief, SCS and was in this position when the

gO raent fell. General Oarabaghi is one of the two top general offi-

cers that were not arrested and executed by the Islamic Revolutionary
2

Council. He is still living in Tehran and does not appear to be threat-

ened; a situation that is hard to cxmprehend.

IMERIAL NIRAN G1UWD FORCES

The Inperial Iranian Gound Forces (IIGF) consisted of four Infan-

try and three Aznr Divisions, two separate Infantry Brigades, one

Special Forces Brigade, one Airborne Brigade, and supporting artillery

units. An Anry Aviation Caumnd consisting of over 350 cmbtat helicop-

ters was under the control of the IIGF cummander; however, the camand-

ing general of the Aviation Command, Major General Manochehr Khsrodad,

also had direct access to the Shah on all matters. One of the infantry

divisions, camzinly known as the Imperial Guards Division, was given
J the mission of protecting the Royal Fanily. This camnand answered only

to the Royal Family in daily operations and would revert to IIGF control

during a declared war. The IIG headqmrters was located in the capital

I
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city with supporting comuands such as the logistics comand, five in-

dividual training centers, six service and technical sdool centers,

and numerous support activities located in various locations through-

out Iran.

The IIGF was the largest and the oldest service section in Iran

with 300,000 troops. It possessed a vast arsenal of modern equipment

coupled with an extensive off-shore training program. The United

States Anmy provided the bulk of this training to enable the IIGF per-

sonnel gain the capability to absorb the large ammts of equipment

purchases such as the TOW and Dragon weapon systems.

General Oveisi, who graduated from the United States Anm Coo-

mand and General Staff School as a Brigadier General in 1959, command-

ed the IIGF until the Shah departed fran Iran. General Oveisi was a

hard-line o=mander and stanch supporter of the Shah and apparently

could not support the direction of the goverrzent wider Prim Minister

Bakhtiar. If we consider that Bakhtiar had openly opposed the Shah

and was placed in prison for his actions in earlier years, it is easy

to understand the opposition General Oveisi would generate among the

military leaders towards the leadership of an overt enmw of the Shah.

To complicate General Oveisi's opposition to the new center of power

in the goverment, Bakhtiar chose a general officer subordinate to-

Oveisi, General Oharabaghi, to be the top military commwuLde in Iran,

the position of Chief, Supreme Commander's Staff. General Oveisi was

*' able to slip out of Iran on January 3, 1979, and may be residing in

* the United States today; this fact cannot be verified due to the risk

of Oveisi's personal safety. General Abdol-Ali Badrai was appointed
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the camnander of the IIGF by Bakhtiar.

IMERIAL LPMAN AIR FURCE

The Imperial Iranian Air Force was visibly the favorite service

section of the Shah due to his personal love of flying. The Shah was

a highly proficient pilot and had flwn nearly all of the varied types

of aircraft organic to the Imperial Iranian Air Force (IA). The

IIAF was also located in Tehran with its hewdquars at Dcshen Tappeh

Air Force Base.

'The IIAF was organized with eleven subordinate namunds: Air

Defense Command, Air Transport Ccavnd, Air Training Command, Logistics

Command, Ccmm ications-Electrnics-Meteorology Command, Support Can-

* mand, and five Tactical Fighter Caum nds. The Air Defense Caimund

operated remote radar sites and anti-aircraft Air Defense Squadrons

throughout Iran. The main weapon for air defense was the Improved

Hawk Missile (I-Hawk) purchsed frm the United States.

The Air Training Camrand was organized with five training centers

for basic military, technical, and English language training. The

:majority of all aviator training was cducted off shore in the United

States uinder the United States Air Force. Each Tactical Fighter Cam-

mand had operatical fighter wings with subordinate squadrons and re-

latAd support activities. 7hese wings operated sophisticated and

nden aircraft such as F-41s, F-5's, F-14's, and a substantial nuzber

of F-16's were on order from the United States. 7he first increnent

of F-16 fighter aircraft were ready for delivery when the revolution
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started to intensify.

The logistics Cawand was organized with depots and ground support

units to provide material logistics and tednical repair services. The

Transport Cauifand was organized with several squadrons equipped with

C-130's, W-707's, and SF747's. The MC707 and SF747 aircraft were equizp-

ed to handle air-to-air refueling or standard cargo lift. This air

force was extrsirly strong, well trained, and the largest within all

third-world countries. The c=mmander of the IIAF was General Rabii who

was arrested and executed by the Islamic Revolunticnary Council shortly

after the fall of the Pahlavi regime.

I4RIAL IRANIAN NAVY

The Inperial Iranian Navy (IIN) was the smallest service section

in the azmed forces; however, it was grcwing rapidly. The Shah wanted

the capability to police the Persian Gulf and the Strait of Hornur. To

adieve this capability, he was purchasing large naval material acqui-

siticns accompanied with a substantial expansion and total modernization

effort of all naval facilities. The 13N maintained headuarters in

Tehran while the Persian Gulf Fleet was located in Bandar Abbas near

the Strait of Hormoz. The main training base for the IIN was located

on the Caspian Sea at Bandar Pahlavi. A major helicopter and hover-

craft base was located on Tharg Island near the Western end of the

Persian Gulf, which was also the location of the primary oil tanker

loading facility for exporting crude oil. The IIN maintained a float-

ing drydock and repair facility in the Persian Gulf at the port of
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Bushehr. Although the IIN had not come close to reading the Shah's

goal, it operated a respectable fleet for a developing nation. The IIN

possessed close to sixty crbat vessels including destroyers, frigates,

and hovercraft. The IIN also had naval air capabilities with fifty

aircraft and an anibious force of three marine battalions. United

States otractors were building two spruance class destroyers under

contract to the govemnwet of Iran; however, the revolution caused this

order to be subsequently cancelled. Rear Admiral Habibollahi was the

-rcncmder of the II and due to the mission of his forces, the IIN was

never active in opposing the revolution. He was still in cammand when

the Pahlavi regime fell and factual information on his fate is still

DMUEAL IRANIAN GDAFIE

a The Imperial Iranian Gendanierie (IIG) was a large police organ-

ization that answered to the Minister of the Interior. It perfonred

typical police functions durouihout the country in 1w enforcement and

gover ent security. This organization should be described as a par-

anilztay unit because perscnel assigned to the ZIG wor uiifOMMu

identical to the IIGF and the addition of a colored tab was the only

distinguishable feature. It was also common practice for officers to

rotate between the IIG and 11' to fill critical positions such as

rcvmand. They received off-shore training at United States An!y in-

stallations in military courses as opposed to military police train-

ing. The 1IG wa hily trained and cold function in a military or
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mbat role in a ntoner equal to the units in the II . During some

crisis or declared war, the IIG could fall under the SCS for command

and combat operations. The comnanding general of the IIG answered di-

rectly to the Shah under all conditions in a similiar manner to the

other military service section comanders. Typical missions perform-

ed routinely by the IIG were control of villages, internal security,

border patrol, traffic control, and administratim of the National

Conscription Program. The IIG headquarters was located in the capital

city with district posts located at each of the fourteem provincial

capitals located in Iran. General harabaai had been the comiander

of the IIG until he was called upon to replace the Chief, SCSq who had

suffered heart problem in the late fall. This man was c-sidered by

outsiders to be a skillful leader and was even considered a moderate

by the Iranians. He was trusted ompletely by the Shah and was thought

to be the youngest full general in the military establishment. His

fonrer deputy, General Biglari, assured the command of the IIG; hawever,

Biglari was killed in a hail of bullets on February 11, 1979, supcsedly

Sby e of his a n men.

ThWEP.IAL GMRD DIVISIW

The Imperial Guard was an infantry division with two missions.

During peacetime, this unit was charged with providing security to the

Royal Family, and in a declared war, it would revert to the control of

the IIGF. This division was organized with above average perscmel

and recived intensive training in infantry and security type roles.
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One brigade of this division was hand picked and called the Javidon

(The Ixmortals). It was an elite unit wherein each soldier was

screened extremely closely and required to swear an oath to protect

the Shah and Royal Family to the last drop of his blood. It was ob-

vious to all observers that each member of the Javidon guards were
devoted to the Shah and was proud to serve in this manner. Althouch

each menber of the aned forces swore allegiance to the Shah, the

Javidcn believed their sole purpose on earth was insuring the safety

of their king. This distinct unit wore a standard military uniform

and insignia, but also wore distinctive colored markings to identify

them from the IIGF or IIG. They performed guard duty at the Shah's

primary residence, the Niavaran Palace in Northern Tehran and were

always in full dress uniform. Each soldier displayed superb military

bearing and strict discipline in any situation.

This unit was the last combat force facing the revolutionaries in

street fighting when the regime fell. The losses in their number were

extremely high and yet they continued fighting after ordered back to

their garrison. The Javidn never did surrender their copound and

were quite simply overrun by the masses on February 12, 1979. The

In~perial Guard commander, General PAbdol-Ali. Badrai, was killed an the

sam day. He was also serving as the =cmander of the IIG' and re-

ported killed by his assigned IIGF driver.

NATICHAL UN AR4?TIM4 AND S af= ORGMnIZATION

Th e were numerous organizations which made up the Shah's intel-

--- ' !
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ligence network throughout Iran; however, only one of these need to be

addressed here. The organization most feared by the military and

civilian populace was the Sazman-i Etelaat va Amniat-t Xeshvar (SAVAK),

also called the National Infoazmtion and Security Organization. The

SAVAK was established in the early 1950's but did not perform well in

their mission as an intelligence gathering organization.

In 1953, the SAVAK leadership joined forces with Mchaunad

Mossadeq in his attempt to take over government leadership. %hben the

loyal military forces returned the Shah to his throne from exile, the

Shah purged the ccmmander and ranking leaders of SAVAK and replaced

them with trusted and proven members of the military.

The SAVAK was n=ch more effective in their missicn of internal

security. Despite this, the Shah becamn disenchanted because the new

leadership was found to be lacking when the riots broke out in the

capital in 1963. The Shah appointed his old military academy class-

mate, General Nwetollah Nassiri, as ommander of SAVAK and the

organizaticn becaze extremely effective, in fact, too effective. The

position held by the dief of SAVAK in the Shah's regiMe gave this

organization substantial power and influence fr=n 1963 forward. The

main mission of the SAVAK became centered on the identification and

destruction of all people or parties that opposed the Shah in any form.

The execution of the SAVAK's mission went far beyond cmnfined limits

normally associated with secret police or intelligence work. SAVAK

was a "secret organization" with a highly visible face to let everyone

.knew that sud an entity did exist. It was justified in the govern-

nwmt to cter threats facing Iran. Afterall, each major goverrnmnt
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in the world utilized sud an organization and the Shah felt it was

absolutely necessary for Iran's security. T he Internal Security

Section of the SAVAK was the element responsible for domestic repress-

ion and its methods of operations were feared by all. This is the

section that is blamed for the extrems torture and secret executions

of thousands of Iranians over the past twenty years. Elements of this

section also operated abroad, including the United States to spy on

Iranian citizens such as university students. The fear of the SAVAK

was so strong that most Iranians on the street could point out SAVAK

office buildings and yet could not point out directions to the tour-

ists to places of interest.

When the SAVAK became a central theme in the revolution, the Shah

replaced General Nassiri with his deputy, General aqadm. General

Moqadcde did not have the reputation for cruel punishment that had

become Nassiri's label in Iran; however, the damage had already been

done and Mqadd could not dange the image in the time that was to

remain. General Mcqaddem was arrested after the Pahlavi regime fell

and was executed. His old boss, General Nassiri drew the same fate

I and was one of the first four general officers to experience Islamic

courts and "Islamic Justice* under Ayatollah Xhcmeini.

The Dqerial Iranian Armed Forces will be further examined in a

later dhapter; however, it was necessary to examine the military un-

der the Shah and understand the highly centralized span of control

and the size of the force. The foregoing information must be under-

stood to realize why the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces were employed
against their own people and how their actions or failure to act had
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a direct inpact con the destructioni of the Pahlavi regure and the end

of another dynasty in the 2500 year history of Persia.
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C R II

THE BIUSH OF TE ISLAMIC PEOPLE'S REVOTIN

INTRODUCTICN

With the inauguraticn of a new President of the United States and

his emphasis on human rights in Iran, the Iranian middle class appar-

eitly sensed a major policy dange by the United States toward their

country. They mistakenly perceived an American protective unbrella

was spread over them and possibly due to this false sense of security,

the oppcsition began openly demonstrating against the Shah and his

goverrment.

The Iranian people waited patiently for President Carter's visit

on January 31, 1977. Carter was enroute to Egypt and decided to spend

New Years Eve in Teran with the Royal Family. The Shah entertained

his close ally in the Niavaran Palace and during the course of the

evening, President Carter overshadowed past presidents in his praise

for the Shah. Highly visible was the prepared speech: "Iran under the

* great leadership of the Shah is an island of stability in ne of the

more troubled areas of the world. This is a great tribute to you,

Your Majesty, and to your leadership, and to the respect, admiration
~1

and love which your people give to you."

The text was in all the major newspapers of Iran the next morning

t -



and the opposition groups which had previously been moderate, turned

sharply away fron the United States. The New Year came in with a flawe

of rebellion that would ultimately draw world attention to Iran and

see the Shah's thirty-seven year old Pahlavi regime crumble. The

violence that would occur during 1978 could not logically be blamed

on Carter; however, it is doubtfu1 that recorded history would show

that Carter provided any positive steps to avert it.

THE ISLAMIC REVOLUOTI IS BORN IN QOM

The population of Iran in 1978 was estimated to be over thirty-

four million and ninety-eight percent were followers of the Shiite

branch of Islam, which is predominant in Iran and has been the state

religion since the sixteenth century. It is worthy of note here that

the opposition towards the government had been present since the last

open challenge in 1963; however, January of 1978 was the start of the

revolution in an organized, active, and overt manner.

The revolution under the banner of Islam was born in the holy

* city of Qom on January 7, 1978. Religious followers in Qm started

to riot on this date in protest of the fifteenth anniversary of the

Shah's land refonn and wanen's emancipation decrees. A military offi-

cer stated the White Revolution initiated by the Shah was probably

the most hated program that the 180,000 Moslem Mllahs were confront-

ed with in this century. It was land refonm that had stripped the

" onership of large estates away from the rich landlords and powerful

Mullahs. The mosque was central in community life for Moslem and the

<1-
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Mullahs had previously used the income from the large landholdings to

support the Mosque and assist the peasants.

In addition to the loss of their lands, the Mullahs lost control

of their influence over law and education to the Pahlavi regime. Ed-

ucatim and administration of law in accordance with the Koran had

been practiced in Iran since the introduction of Islam. The clergy

were now faced with drastic changes in adminstering to the faithful.

The vast fnds required to support the numerous program of the church

became the burden of the wealthly followers, primarily, the bazaar

merdants. There were literally thousands euployed by the Mullahs to

attend to the religious shrines and lead religious processions. The

main Islamic seminary in Qcm alone had over 10,000 students attending

religious training during 1978 with an annual budget of five million
2

dollars.

Another issue which incited the riotinq in Qcm was a letter pub-

lished in a Tehran newspaper challenging Ayatollah Komeini 's piety.

It was not known who had written the letter; however, the opposition

charged a high government official, Court Minister Hoveida. This act

fueled a tense situation and provided additional opposition support in

STDET S UGE WITH THE ARM FCRCS

During the course of the deminstration in Qcm, tempers quickly

guided the actions of the participants. Same of the stuents started

to struggle with the armed troops. In confusion that ensued, one of
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the deacnstrators was able to grab a weapon fram the hands of a soldier

and fired into the other soldiers. Of course, the trops returned the

fire as the instigator and other students fled fran the area. The

troops gave dase and cornered the suspects in the hame of a religious

leader. The troops were confronted by the Ayatollah as he pleaded with

the soldiers to show restraint. The angry soldiers entered the

Ayatollah's home and shot the suspects in the presence of the clergy-

man. The nuber killed on this day was put at seven and although pro-

voked by the death of their comrade, it was evident the troops did not

show proper restraint in dealing with the students.

The next day, Ayatollah Shariat-Madari issued a statement to the

"- press in which he gave an account of the Shah's troops killing faithful

follawers before his own eyes and in his own home. The shooting was

bad enough, whether justified or not, but to do so in an Ayatollah's

hae was an act that set the stage for increased anti-Shah demcnstra-

ticns all across Iran.

The Shiite Moslem mcurns his dead for a long period of tue; how-

ever, the fortieth day after the death is the most critical and repeat-

ed in forty day incrwents firever. The cycle of mouning had c-

menced that would eventually turn eadh day into a period of deep mourn-

ing for a now soul martyred by the troops. During deep Mourning per-

iods, the population would be extremly irritable and take to the streets

to mard in opposition to the Shah and his govenm ent that perpetuated
* 3

f "orrup~tion on earth!'.
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OPE PPOSmITI ESCALA M ' SHAH

During the spring season, the dewuistrators became defiant of the

restrictios placed on their activities by the governmet. To march

or openly speak out against the Shah was illegal and was not tolerated.

Confrcntations were still a daily occurence in Tehran and other major

cities and each became substantially larger than the last. The demon-

strators would attack the police stations, bun out banks, break

liquor store windomi, destroy cinemas, and any other activity that

represented the Shah or Western influence.

The Mosques became the focal point for oppoitio activities

since it was the only place the government did not control or enter.

The Iranian college students pidced up the religious ntive and ac-

tively suported the movement by the Mullahs to oppose the Shah in

the name of Islam.

Death was not a threat to any of the Iranian people since their

Islamic teadings fron the Koran convinced them they would surely

enter heaven if they were martyred while serving Islam. It became

iu place to observe deumstrators protesting in the streets dress-

ed in white which was the traditional burial gaxment or walk up to the

barrel of a soldier's weapon and bare their chest which signified

their willingness to die on the spot.

As cne would suspect, the action would upset the cr" soldier

who was himself a Moslem and a brother in Islam. Some of the troops

would even break formaticn, renow their uniform, and disappear into

the large crowds. It was also beoming ozimnplaoe for the officer in
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c4mmand to draw his sidearm and shoot at defectors. The complex sit-

uation suggested to the government that they would have to dange their

overall approach in containing the demstrators cn the streets. After-

all, the military was the foundation under the Shah and he could not

let the military structure weaken or even worse, disintegrate while

facing the cppcsiticm who were aned at this point with no more than

words and selected quotes frm the Koran.

THE SH PEMTS ORGANIZED POLITICAL PARTIES

The Shah made some drastic changes which permitted demonstrators

to march after receiving a permit; the permit would be issued to a

march leader who was then responsible to insure the march was peace-

ful, and verbal abuse against the goverrmt would be tolerated if it

was not directed to the Shah himelf. Censorship was relaxed on the

press and political organizaticns were permitted to functim if they

did not profess violence towards the govermiet and its armed forces.

The one exception to organized parties was the Tudeh, the Iranian

Coummnist Party, which was still not tolerated in any form.

The Tudeh party had been put down in the early 1960's and the

Shah did not want his Northern neighbor to gain a foothold in Iran as

they had during and after World War II. Followers of Islam did not

want or support any move by the Tudeh to surface since they were in

fact, nchelievers.

The policy changes directed by the Shah worked for a short

period of tine while numerom nvrdes and demonstrations took place
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without incident. However, it only took a small number of agitators

to infiltrate the ranks of the demsnstrators and ignite the violence

once again. No matter hcw hard the mard organizers tried, one or to

radicals would enter their masses and fire upon the troops placed

alcng the route. TKis would lead to direct confrcntatin with the

military and the end result would always be death to one or more

innocent participants and on same occasions these were cbildren. The

opposition would darge that it was the goverment, in the form of

SAVAK agents who would infiltrate their ranks to promote violence and

prove once again the government could not be trusted. Whether or not

this method was employed by the goverment, it served to strengthen

the opposition. Organized oppcsition parties were gaining rapid support

and so were the Mullahs.

OPPOSITICN: NATIONAL FRCNT, MMAEMIN, AND EAM PARIES

During the summer months, one of the largest parties to surface

was the National Front, a rebirth of the late Mohamud Mossadegh's

party led by his close associate, Doctor Karim Sanjaby. Other notables

in the party were Mehdi Barzagan and Shapour Bakhtiar, both of whom

would surface at different points in time as Prims Ministers. All

three of these men had two things in owuon; they had all opposed the

Shah during the last two decades and each had spent one or more terms

in the Shah's notoriom prison system.

Sanjaby made demands to the Shah to have open electius and his

approach was effective in bringing numerous smaller parties mder his

- - - , --
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samehat loose National Front party organization. At about the same

time frame, tho extremist groups surfaced. They were the Organization

of Iranian People's Fedayen Guerrillas and the Organization of Majahedin.

Neither of these were new to Iran and were sinply given the opportunity

to surface once again.

The Majahedin, organization of the people's combatants, was deve-

loped around a core of Iranian youth. They were a fragment of the

National Front that broke away during the mid-sixties and their ideol-

ogy appeared to center around Islamic thinking. Although it was hard

to deterine their ultimate goal, they were fighting against all

"tyranny and falsehood" for same degree or level of freedcn. They

would justify their terrorist acts based on the Koran by fighting in

the name of Islam for the benefit of Allah. This organization found

it easy to recruit nembership for its cause fran the numerous univers-

ities around the coumtry, to promote Islan, and assist in destroying

the goverrment. The college age youth of Iran who follaed the Kcran

as their central theme in life could relate to the party cause and

would readily die to pratote an Islamic Republic and push out the

"evil" Shah. It was only natural that the Majahedin would profess to

be cmeini's Islamic anmy and support his revolutin in the name of
*I 4

Islam.

The organization of Iranian People's Fedayen Guerrillas known

sinply as the Fedayen is a group whid evolved around 1963 from the

Tudeh party. This group had always claimed it espouses Marxism.
There has been wide speculation that this group is closely tied to

the Palestine Liberation Organization (PLO) and receives training and
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weapons frao them. This idea is hard to follow since the PLO is recog-

nized by Rhasini and the Majahedin, who hate the cammmists and Marx-

ist theory. The approad pramoted by the Fedayen was not passive and

they applied terrorisn against all fonas of the govenmint in Iran.

They readily accepted credit for their acts. Since this group was

opposed by IEhTmeini and the Majahedin, it was not as successful in re-

cruiting as it would have desired to be. The Fedayen was roughly one-

third the size of the Majahedin and remained about the same size

throuhout the revolution period.

EEMWDS OF TE ISLAMIC P LE' S REVOEUTMN

There were as many goals involved in the Iranian revolution as

there were oppositin groups identified. Ead and every Iranian n

the street appeared to have sane conception which when impleamted

would inprove their position or way of life in a troubled land. The

central goal of all parties, groups, and individuals collectively

could be stated as coaplete freedom fran the repression inposed by

the Shah through the SAVAK. Therefore, the SAVAK would have to be

abolished prior to any other positive acticn taken by the Shah's

govenment. The following listing fran the "March Manifesto" will
contribute to understanding the varied reasons for supporting a

revolutionary action against the Pahlavi dynasty:

1. The deamnds of Ayatollah Thamiini are the de ands of the
Iranian nation. The people of this nation have deep and heartfelt

confidence for the valuable leader of the religious authority.
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2. The complete fall and eliminatin of the tyrant regime and

the removal of all indications and effects of the foreign colonization

which has an essential relationship with the internal despotism and

the transfer of power to the Moslem and fighting people of Iran.

3. Establishment of the Government of Islamic Justice based an

the foundation of the people's vote.

4. Preservation of protection, ie dce, and the territorial

integrity of the whole comtry.

5. Safeguard of individual and social freedca based an the

Islamic standards and critericn.

6. The safeguard of the natural human rights of each Iranian

and Islam itself has been the actual and regular initiator of human

rights.

7. Elimination of the attadment towards Western and Eastern

Imperialism.

8. Establish reciprocal relations with countries which do not

seek to transgress or betray the Iranian territory or its people.

9. Social, civil, and political rights of all the people in Iran

must be protected in accordance with humane and Islamic aspects. This

action should apply to religious mnrities and foreign residents who

are living in Iran and serving its national interests.

10. Insure that true freedom, respect, and prestige be given to

wo en which Islam provided. This will insure the growth and progress

of their talent.

• 11. Iplement social justice and security for all laborers

including fazmirs to give them the potential to fully utilize the

1.i
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results of their labor and hardship.

12. Eliminate all social and legal discrimination or exploitation

of one man by another, tyranical profiteering and economic influence

which will result in the accunilation of wealth on one side and depri-

vation on the other.

13. Establish a true economic independence of agriculture to the

extent that Iran will become self-sufficient and therefore rid itself

of the foreign dependence that currently exists.

14. Practice austerity and avoid the accumulation of consuTer

goods by the people; insure cooperation with each other in s upplying

the necessities of life.

15. Reomval of the troops from the streets and stop their con-

frcntation with the people which is considered by us to be malice

twards the people and the army. The Iranian army must recognize

that its Islamic and humane duty is to defend this nation. It must

shoot its enemies and not its own people.

16. Stop the groundless publicity by the present regime that the

Islamic and national nvement in Iran is influenced by international

support of oummunist countries.

17. The objectives of this struggle by the people have always

been the Koran and Islamic patriotism which will ultimately be

victorious and we will continue to salute the honorable souls of

those who sacrificed their lives for the Islamic movuat, and in

particular those who were martyred in the past years. They were in-

spired by the school of Hossein and gave their blood in the name of

Allah.

6I . l , .. "
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18. All political prisoners who fought for the freedom of their

coumtry or their rights under Islam must be released to include the

return of those who were exiled to their legitimate homes.

19. All manners of lies, ccrspiracy, intrigue, or attack against

the people by the tyrant govenvnt will not stop the nation from

continuing its struggle. In order to achieve the above goals, the

struggle of the people of Iran will continue in cne way or another

until success is achieved.

The above goals must be considered as the collective effort of

all major parties, groups, and individuals since these issues were

prevalent in all major organized marches against the Shah. There

were a few relating to Islam that the Fedayen could not condone with

their Marxist ideology; however, it was convenient to the Fedayen as
5

a tactic for joining the masses at critical points in time. Prior

to each large demostration or march, the march organizers would

print leaflets with similiar goals as their manifesto and place them

on all automobiles or the doors of private homes throughout Tehran.
Islam was the central these of the revolution and an obscure

Ayatollah, Ruhollah hcmaeini, was the man who had surfaced to be the

catalyst. The next chapter will examine Khomeini's presence in Iran

and his activities from his exile in 1963 forward to his return to

his homeland.

i ,
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MU2A£MR III

THE C~ArZUZST: AYATOLLAH RUHOLLAH 1011EI-

In order to examine, with understanding, the events that shaped

Iran's moden history, it will first be necessary to provide background

information on the Ayatollah Rhmeini. The intent is not to be nio-

graphical in cotent; however, this information will show how Khcmeini

gained the close attention of the Shah in 1963 and his unique ability

to becane the spiritual leader of Iran in the Islamic revolution.

Ayatollah Ruhollah haneini surfaced as the catalyst for the

Islamic revolution during 1978. Prior to this time, nunerous Iranians

and nearly all of the foreign cwumity in Iran had not heard of

Khcmeini. Why then did an obscure religious teacher, exiled in Iraq,

manage to assemble such an enonous following in his hmeland of Iran

where two-way communication was not at all possible? To answer this

question, we nzt view Iran's past record regarding opposition to

the government, at least fram, 1963 forward.

TE IRANIAN CONSTIIUTIM OF 1906

During the entire reign of Shah Mhammed Reza Pahlavi, he had

chosen to ignore the Iranian Cnstitution of 1906 which was in fact

the blueprint for the country. The constitution declares that
4
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sovereignty rests with the people, and the executive, legislative,

and judicial powers be separate, and that individual rights be pro-

tected. In accordance with Article 39 of the fundamental laws, the

Shah was required in his oath as king "to be the guardian of the

constitutional law of Iran, to reign in oonfonnity with the establish-

ed laws, and to praoote and protect Shiism". The Shah had neverthe-

less ruled as an absolute rather than a constitutional monarch exer-

cising omplete control over the govennt in all facets of oper-
1

aticn. The protection of Shiism was not only neglected by the Shah,

he appeared to completely ignore this responsibility as well as other

parts of the cnstituticn. Apparently, the Shah was intent on remov-

ing all Islamic influence from his regime.

SHIITE ISLAM, THE STA .IUGICN

The twelver Shiism (Shiite) is an Islamic minority in the Middle-

East but is rigidly followed by the Iranian people and has been the

official state religion since the early 1600's. Shiism traces its

heritage back to Ali, the son-in-law and cousin of the Prophet

Mohammed. The Iranians claim to be the descendants of Ali and repre-

sent a dain of leaders (Imam) of which the twelfth went into

occulation in A.D. 940.

The Shite leaders today are known as Mujtahids and representa-

4 tives of the last Imam. The Mujtahids are men of great learning,

popularity, and integrity. They, by their position, wield great

spiritual poer as well as ecanic and political power. They are
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known for their simplicity in their standard of living. They eat only

the basic food products to sustain life and dress in very common gar-

ments. Furthermore, they do not personally own fine villas or the

large, luxury automobiles found in Iran. Ij terally millions of dollars

pass through the hands of the Mujtahids each year because they serve

as the social welfare agents all across the country. They accept the

religious dues of the faithful and through a distribution plan, pass

the money to the needy.

It should be noted that all Mjtahids, ommonly known as Ayatollahs,

gain this position based upon their knowledge of the Koran and the fol-

lowing they each gain. Discussions with numerous Moslem revealed that

Ayatollahs are completely different from the majority of Shiite clerics

or Mullahs, many of whom actively support socially regressive policies

and are known to be oorrupt by massing large amnts of money that was

given to them to promote Islamic teaching. The Ayatollahs were the

powers of authority, although in the shadows of the secular Shahs

since the Shiite religion became recognized as the state religion.

Since the early 1500's, there has been a lot of tension between the
2

religious and the secular leaders.

THE "WHIM V V UTrCN" IACTS CN ISLAM

One policy imposed by the Shah was the White (Bloodless) Revo-

lution in 1963 which took away all church owtned lands for his land

redistribution program. This, coupled with increased freedom for

waimw and the loss of the Ayatollahs' power to influence politics

---.- ' " -
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and education, was actively opposed. A group of religious leaders

led by Rhomeini, then a Mullah, opposed the Shah openly in 1963. Their

action turned into riots in the streets and the Shah ordered his troops

to fire upon these rebels.

The powerful military was successful and Thameini was arrested.

He was held in prison for a short time and then the Shah ordered him

into exile. Khameini entered exile in Iraq during 1963; Iraq and Iran

were then at odds over boundary disputes and a ccmminity of Shiite

Moslem there welcomed him. He lived in Iraq until the Shah became

uneasy about his ability to circulate cassette tapes into Iran with

recorded messages designed to be broadcast in the Mosques. The Shah

had long since settled most of his differences with the Iraqi govern-

nent, and it was widely speculated that the Shah directly influenced

the decision readed by Iraq to expel haneini an October 6, 1978.

WO IS THE GBSCURE MN CALLED XHC E

Ncw that Khaeini had been recognized as a threat to the Shah,

we find that Khomeini's cause in Iran became evident to the Islwoic

faithful because of his external location and fzeed=m to speak. His

number of supporters grow rapidly; however, it was not clear where

this now champion of the Iranian people would re-locate. Althoug

there are a substantial number of comtries where Islam is the dami-

nant religion, no Isladc country would offer this Shiite a home.

Even the radical government of Libya was reluctant to accept him. It

would appear that most bslem countries viewed this religious nm as
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a rebel who had personal reasons to attack the Shah. Afterall, there

were rumiors during Khomeini's stay in Iraq that he and the Shah had

traded assassination attepts as many as fifteen times.

The Shah's father, Reza Shah, had been blamsed for the death of

Mhumeini's father and the SAVAK was blamed by Khmeini for the death

of one of his sons in a freak automobile accide .t near Qm. There

was also the fact that all other Moslem states feared retaliation by

the powerful Shah, the self-professed and possibly the true power in

the Middle-East.

The government of France finally offered the religious leader a

tsxporary residence in the city of Paris on a tourist visa. Conditions

of the offer stipulated that Thcmini would not use Paris as a base

for pramoting revolution in Iran and he would have to remain in close

proximity to the urban villa provided to him. Although hcmzeini was

refused entry into a Moslem country, his stay in Paris proved extremt-

ly beneficial to him and was a major blunder on the part of the Shah

for forcing his move.

In Iraq, Thameini did not have a telephone, m.ch less radio, tele-

vision, and newspapers. His sole source of cantact with his follow-

ing in Iran was with his recorded tapes smuggled into the country and

distributed covertly throughout Iran. Occasionally, he was able to

mail a letter to other spiritual leaders within Iran and a few letters

would somehaw make their way back to him. One religious leader re-
3

ceived a two year prison sentence for corresponding with Thcziini.

Fra". the time of his arrival in Paris until his return to Iran in

January of 1978, Khcaini was able to manipulate the full spectrum of

I " --. . .. ...I l Il~ l I I I ] .. .I I I | I I ... ..] I -
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the news media in his behalf. The credit for his use of the news media

must surely be given to the few trusted followers surrounding him.

Most of thse men were educated in America such as Ibrahim Yazsdi and

Sadeh (lcAetzedah who were keenly ware of the pwer of the press.

icieini's every mnove around the villa or garden received television

coverage or newspaper space. Ironically, this elaborate coverage did

not cost him anything and surprisely, the French did nothing to stop

it. This was a strange approach for the French govexrment since they

had trade agresrents with the Shah and were involved in major con-

tracts within Iran on industrial projects.

Every spoken word made by Xhcmaini or his spokesmn was available

to the Iranian public either openly or in the form of tapes when the

Shah clamped down on the press. 1hareini was preaching revolution in

the name of Islam and the Iranian public was more than eager to lis-

ten. He often stated "the people will not rest until the Pahlavi rule
4

has been swept away and all traces of tyranny have disappeared". He

was no in a pcsiticn to speak out freely and at will in denoumcing the

"satanic power" of the Shah. It was nearly impossible for the Shah's

assassins, the SAVAK, to reach him without drawing international atten-

tion. One Iranian was quoted at the time as saying "if Mhneini dies

of natural causes now, the Shah will still be blamed and RhCmaini will

becmie a martyred saint of Islam".

o 1%To major reasons can nat be identified for the response given to

the Ayatollah mhceini as the top spiritual leader of Shiite Moslem

and the man who has the "power of Allah" behind him in his battle

against the Shah. Even during his earlier days as a religious tead-er
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in Qcm, Khameini was known for his radical interpretations of the Koran.

He did not receive the support of the Ayatollahs at the time, yet he

was always the one man to stir up trouble against the Shah. Perhaps

this is the reason he eventually surfaced as the leader of the Mullahs

on that bloody day in 1963 when over two hundred people were killed.

With his experience in Qcm, Mxaeini know firsthand the wide ooa-

munication systems built into religious activities. No political

parties could exist and free newspaper articles would never reach the

press. Hcwever, the religious leaders could easily reach the masses

through their weekly senmm in the Mosques and the large ne1work of

Mullahs throughout Iran readily passed the mssage. Thamini in

exile in Paris attacked the Shah regularly by all means available in

the free press. He was the only man available who was in a position

to challenge the Shah and live through it.

All faithful Moslefse attend the Mosque at least once each week

and many of them attend the Mosque daily for prayers. This did not

apply to just a specific strata of Iranian people but to each Moslem,

no matter what his station was in life. The message fron Thamnini was

in the Mosques and it spread rapidly. With each passing week, the

support strengthened behind hacmini and his message was welcoe to a

* people suffering f~rm long repression.

*SER426 FR1 KHMEN

The recordings of the Ayatollah became one of the few successful

ideas in Iran's torn ecano. Although the nMsagW were surely re-

II
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corded in Paris, they were somehow shipped into Iran. Sane were pro-

bably even dubbed in Iran, and they became big business in the bazaar

and on the street corners from the numerus vendors. Rhameini held a

captive audience within Iran, each person listening to &hamini's

thoughts. A few of these follow:

If the Islamic leaders had been in power, Iran would not be

captive to the Americans or British.

They would not have permitted the Iranian econcay to be degrad-

ed with foreign gods inported without custom charges.

They would not have allowed the parliaent to be degraded to its

present state.

They would not pemit erbarrassment between boys and girls

called dancing by the evil cnes.

They would not permit boys and girls to attend school together.

They would never allow innocent girls to be placed in the hands

of the male teachers in the schools.

They would have prevented the American experts from taking

advantage of the Iranians.

They would have punched the illegal govermuit in the mouth.

1hnmaini know how to reach the heart and souls of his Moslem

brethren as shown when he proclaimed; "the people of Iran have reach-

ed a state where they have attracted the attention of the world. WeN have gained prestige in the world, from America to the Arabic coun-

tries. This is a miracle. I think it is a spiritual one. The hands

of Allah are with you. If it wasn't the hand of God, the nation,

from the children to the elderly, would not have joined our ca paign.

4. ....." ......I " 1 ....I I .........I I ... ...... ..
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Victory is near. Don't be afraid. The Prophet Muhammad spent most of

his life struggling. Learn from the Prophet and be patient. He

fought all his life to overom oppression. And we have been doing it

cnly a short time. But what are we afraid of? If we are killed, we

will go to heaven. And if we kill we will go to heaven. This is the
6

logic of Islam because we are in the right." With statements like

this, it is not surprising that even the Fedayen would join Xhcmeiini

to negotiate the cbstacles that would have to overome before the Shah

would fall. And after the Shah was gone, in the Fedayen's view, there

would be a power vacmn that these religious fanatics could not fill

and the Fedayen oould then step in and the country would be theirs.

Rhcmeini's rise as the spiritual hope of Iran can be further

understood if we cosider that while there were no other leaders

available at the time, Rhameini could speak freely from a position of

security. Even the street mobs (many were poor peasants who moved to

Tehran seeking jobs) were far more interested in finding a jcb with

decent pay and the hope of securing an appropriate standard of living

than participating in a revolution. But jobs were not there because

thousands of villagers had preceded them in hopes of finding the

same solutions to their needs. The poor, lower class was available

and possibly vubnerale to the leftist slogans and the Moslem extre-

mists like Thcmeini simply because they had no other hope. They also

had no desire to align themelves with communists and desperately

wanted to step out of the 12th century whid is where they were while

in the villages. Even the younger Mullahs would accept a somewhat

liberal govenment that would avoid oonstant interference in their
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religion. All classes of Iranian people clustered around Zhomeini

because quite singly, there was no other choice for leadership.

KHDMEfI AND THE SHAH'S SECRT POLIC

SAVAK can take a fair share of the "blame" for Ihcmeini becming
7

a public hero and the ever present possibility of becoming a martyr.

he error was theirs because he could speak safely frmc his position

in exile. If most of the previous accounts of SAVAK hold any truth,

it must have been a big blunder an SAVAK's part for this man to be

alive today. Khcmeini had been suspected to be the front for terror-

ist grous during his stay in Iraq. Numerous assassination attespts

planned against the Shah over the past decade, possibly originated in

Iraq and were staged when the chance presei.ted itself in Iran.

It is simgly incredible to see a man, who under different circum-

stances would have been labeled an aged spokeman for a distant past,

be given an open door to strike out at the Shah. That he succeeded

in bringing down the Pahlavi regime while the SAVAK atteapted to take

Pilotogaps of students deannstrating in the United States with heads

covered in grocery bags is a great irony. SAVAK may not have been the

problen that the Iranian people had perceived and feared for the last

- o decades.
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QTMP=. IV

AN MIT OF CRITICAL EVMS M IRAN

In the first three chapters of this paper we have exained the

structure of the Shah's governmental foundation, the powerful Imperial

Iranian Armed Forces; the birth of the overt revolution, the starting

point in Qcm; and the catalyst, the Ayatollah Ruhollah Rhameini. To

gain an understanding of the insurgent challenge to the royal govern-

nent of Iran, it is rnw necessary to exanine the events that ultimate-

ly destroyed the thirty-seven year regime of Shah Mohammed Reza

Pahlavi.

The Shah had been a weak leader during the first two decades of

his reign according to most publications, and it is known by those who

study the Middle-East that the Shah required outside help more than

once to survive.. After a serious challenge by the Mdllahs in the

early sixties, the Shah apparently decided it was time to run his

coumtry and steered way fram the carefree, playboy ninage that he had

been displaying. He became a pawerful monarch that ruled with force,

rarely heditating in his application of a totally repressive govern-

ment upon his people and known as an authoritarian ruler demarding

complete obedienae. To focus on critical events that occurred between
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January 7, 1978, up to the fall of the Pahlavi regime on February 12,

1979, and to examine the Shah's response, it will he useful to study

each significant event in dronological order.

CHFIOGICAL LISTING OF EVNT FROM JANUARI 7, 1978 TO JANUARY 16, 1979

January 7, 1978: During a religious gathering in the holy city of

Qcm, over zealous religious leaders and students danged a peaceful

meeting into a large and extremely vocal demonstration against the Shah's

oerlrlnt. The central issue for their behavior was clearly the 15th

anniversary of the program initiated by the Shah known as the Iite (for

bloodless) Revolution which fell on the same day. The White Revolution

had caused severe hatred towards the government by the majority of the

Shiite leaders since this program stripped away religious ownership of

vast land holdings and saw the same lands distributed through land re-

form to peasants in the rural sector under amditions that might suggest

poor planning and questionable tactics on behalf of the gornment

since the large and wealthy Pahlavi Foundation retained title to nearly

forty per cent of the entire block.

Another point of contention was the w n' s emncipation decrees

whid elevated the Iranian wnren out of their traditional Moslem mold

of subserviency. Euality for wanen was unheard of throughout the

history of Iran and this act was viewed as an assault on fundamental

Islamic law.

The religious demnstration turned into a full scale riot which

attracted the military forces in the area. Accomunts of action taken by

Ii S.
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the midlitary forces on that day vary; however, after peace was restored,

seven demonstrators had been killed and nurerous others were beaten or
1

wounded. It was possible on this occassion that the Shah's power had

been applied in an unrestrained manner to force obedience. Surely this

band of umanhed religious zealots could have been restrained without the

use of firearms. Unfortunately, Iranian soldiers had not been exposed

to civil disturbance training as we know it. This event was the start

of open defiance toward the Shah and was also the start of a cycle of

violence on each suessive fortieth day of nurning; a traditional

pattern of the Shiites in honoring their dead.

May 5, 1978: Nearly four months went by with numerous small and

isolated demtrations taking place and then on this date, another

significant encounter occurred between rioters and the military. In

the city of Qcm a demnstration evolved into rioting with numerous

direct confrontations with Iranian soldiers; a religious student man-

aged to grab a weapon from one of the troops and then shot another

soldier, an event that was quite similiar to the one in early January.

It was never clear whether the soldier was killed or wounded and

it did not really matter because the incident enraged the rest of the

troops and they immediately gave duase to catch the guilty student.

The studet ran into the headquarters of a religious leader seeking

refuge; however, the troops followed him in and shot him in front of

the clergyman. Pports of the incident varied depending on the source

and yet it would seen logical to a casual observer that he could have

and indeed should have been taken alive.

Ms particular student, if he had been arrested and tried in a
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legal manner, could have lent support to the royal goverre-nt and

denrmstrated restraint on the part of the military. Instead, the

opposition were able to use the incident as propaganda for their own

cause and set the stage for increased anti-Shah demonstrations through-
2

out Iran. Ead harsh reaction by the goverment simply reduced its

position with the growing numzber of dissidents.

The Shah again neglected to recognize the issue upon whid reli-

gious values were based; one religious student studying theology was

not inortant to him. On the same day, the Prim Minister, Jamshid

Amouzegar, issued a stateimnt which warned the Shah's opponents that

the government would no longer tolerate cmplete disregard of the law

or any type of demnstration by a "few thousand agitators anprising
3

a small minority". The Prime Minister's perception of key issues

were as cloudy as the Shah's or the Shah could have directed such a

statement be issued.

August 18, 1978: The Shah was still displaying a cool and aloof

image when he appeared on National Iranian Radio and Television (tIMR)

on this date to address his countrymen. He mentioned the unrest

throughout Iran and also stated the demnstrations in Tabriz, Isfahan,

Mashad, and Kermanshah had been the acts of ccmmtist representatives

conducting sabotage in his comtry. "Conmmists disrupt the hard work

of Iranian brothers and place the blame on the goverment." In de-

fense of the mass arrest taking place around the country, the Shah

indicated those arrested were "Islamic Marxists" who seek to destroy

a great nation, a nation that can trace its heritage and tradition

back tenty-five hundred years; a proud nation led by kings such as

OI
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Cyrus and supported by the will of the people as stated in the great
4

constitution of 1906.

Why the term Islamic Marxist had came into play by the government

cannot be explained. The view held by Islam is diametrically opposed

to the view espoused by Marx and still this label was applied to

opposition mmbers throughout the Iranian revolution. By his own

speeches and statements, we could observe the Shah as he continued his

neglect of the real issues at hand: same method of political partici-

pation, advances in social status for the lower class verses a status

quo, and the importance of religious values held sacred by the clerqy

and the people.

August 19, 1978: A cinema house was intentionally set on fire

and the fatalities were counted at three-hundred and seventy-seven.

ibrerous acoounts were offered for the blaze including one account

blaming the SAVAK for this action. Others, to include the government,

claim it was the work of religious fanatics showing their opposition
5

to western influence. Any attempt to show this action as a tactic

of the goverrnent would be fruitless since the goverrment could not

hope to gain support by employing such methods. Evidence surfaced

the next day that showed the exits of the theater were barred or

chained fran the outside and benzine (gasoline) containers were

strewn around the area. Therefore, it was no accident or act of God

that destroyed this theater and those who were responsible for this

heinous crime planned this act of terrorism for some purpose.

It was not usual for banks, theaters, night clubs, and liquor

7 stores to be prime targets for the religious zealots because those
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business establishments were representative of the "moral decay"

brought into Iran by western influence and were the "works of the devil".

Reflecting on the cinema fire, it was evident that it had been inspired

by followers of Islam; however, it was surely not a strategy of the

masses.

AugUSt 23, 1978: A professor of law at Tehran University,

Dr. Karim Sanjaby, announced the reactivation of the National Front

Party. Sanjaby was a close associate of the late Mohammad Mossadegh

who had taken over the Iranian goverment during the fifties while

serving as Prime Minister to the Shah. During that time frame, the

Shah was forced to flee Iran for security purposes and history has re-

vealed he was placed back in power through external help from the

United States. Sanjaby was placed in an Iranian prison for his support

at the time as well as numerous other times over the years. Two other

proainent names surfaced with the National Front. They were Shapour

Bakhtiar and .Mehdi Barzargan, both of wham would play a role in Iranian

affairs early in 1979.

The reactivation of the National Front Party along with several

other parties was a direct challenge on the Shah. He had made all

political parties illegal after Mossadegh's arrest in 1953 but it was

evident that the parties had never really dissolved; they simply con-
6

tinued to operate over the years in a covert manner. The Shah made

a wise decision at this point and declared it would be legal for poli-

tical parties to operate as long as they did not attack the throne

directly. An exception to this liberalization moe was the Tudeh

Party, which was a purely camniist entity, and it was fozbiddsn to

t9
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operate in any form. The opposition did not protest this action against

the Tudeh party since the memership was commnist and did not believe

in Allah.

This liberalization was significant in an Iran which earlier -had

been under a two party system of parliment where the Shah himself

approved the party leadership and was quick to remove anyone who dared

oppose or critize him. The Shah had even abolished the t party

system in 1978 in favor of a single entity knwn as the Rastakhiz.

Even the image of a two party system had been removed, and the Shah

still appointed the senior official of this single political party thus

making it clear that he would not accept any opposition or criticim

outside of narrowly imposed bounds.

The Shah's erratic leadership had ontinued to move closer toard

total authoritarianisn since his vast oil revenmue had given him now

found freedom from restraints previously held over him by his main

ally, the United States. Therefore, it was significant that the Shah

would permit additional political parties to operate, regardless of

the specified or implied limits he had placed cn their operaticn.

whether or not the Shah realized the fact, his approval had provided

the masses a long desired opportumity to actively participate in their

governmental and political functicns. The Shah did not intend for any

political party to affect his form of government, but the populace did

• , not perceive it that way.

August 23, 1978: Prime Minister Amouzegar resigned as the head of

the government after three-hundred and eighty-five days in office. The

Shah appointed the diaiuan of the Senate, Jaafar Sharif-Emii, to fill
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the vacancy. Emani had served as Iran's Prime Minister earlier and

had been successful in most of his duties. 7he Shah must have felt
7

Emmai could be useful again. A change such as this during active

civil unrest might seem awkward to an outsider; however, the Shah

never hesitated to replace government leaders who were failing to

maintain his pace.

It was hardly worthy of ccmnt by the typical Iranian on the

streets of Tehran. In an atteapt to possibly appease his religious

opponents, the Shah also relieved a substantial number of high-rank-

ing government officials disliked by the opposition including at

least three general officers and his personal physician. Futhervore,

he ordered the closure of all gambling casinos located throughout

Iran. The clergy believed the casinos were prime examples of corrup-

tion on earth and could not be permitted under Koranic lams. This

order by the Shah displayed a leader who was not sure what actions

should be taken and who was still ignorant of all the major issues

at hand. At any rate, the Shah was providing too little, much too

late to solve the major prcblems at hand.

Septerber 7, 1978: The Shah declared martial law in Tehran and

eleven other major cities after nearly cre-hundred thousand demcn-

strators marched in protest on the streets of Tehran. This was the

first tire in nearly a quarter of a century that the Iranian people

had been under the omplete rule of the troops. The Shah's generals

had argued that continued, open demonstrations on the streets would

erode his authority and also that of the military; therefore, suchImcnstraticu be stopped. The Shah and his top leadership held
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other decision since his main foundation of goverment, the military,

were tired of trying to deal with the cppositicn and feared complete

loss of control. The next morning, Emmi announced over NI= that
8

martial lw was in effect for a period of six months.

Septenber 8, 1978: The demonstrations started again and this

time would climax in fiery and fatal riots. Evidently a substantial

nimber of the marchers had not yet heard the announcement of martial

law on the NIR stations or possibly, they had heard the proclamaticm

and chose to completely disregard it in defiance. Whatever the case,

thousands of demonstrators were packed into Jaleh Square located in

downtown Tehran actively protesting the goverment. One of the local

religious leaders appealed to the masses to disperse and they refused.

Shortly thereafter, men on motorcycles followed by women and small

children started to move towards the platocms of ared soldiers who

repeatedly issued warnings to the huge gathering to stop. After the

warnings failed, the troops lobed tear gas canisters into the front

ranks of the crod. The marchers continued to advance and the troops

then cc uced to fire their weapons into the air as another warning

to stop. The throngs continued to advance forward towards the line

of soldiers who then lowered their weapons and fired into the crowd.

At the end of the day, after the dead and wounded had been

carried away by anm trucks, the goverment annouced that eighty-six

* people, mainly wann and children, had died. Another to-hundred and

five people were reported as wouned and receiving treatment in the

various arvy and civilian hospitals located in Tehran. This was not

-t --
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a pleasant mument for the Shah or the distressed people involved;

however, it was an event that could not be avoided by the government.

The demonstrators had been given numerous warnings by their clergy

and the Shah's troops and yet, dcose to ignore them. The results

were the victim own responsibility and the blame could not be

placed on the governm-nt or the troops who reacted to personal threat

by the mobs.

This event was, however, labeled "Black Sunday" by the local

press since it occurred on Jane (Friday), the day observed by the

Moslem as their religious day or Sabbath. This day would trouble

the government througout the revolution since the Iranian people

would nmurn their dead on each successive fortieth day and in doing
9

so, ignite further demonstrations and canfrontations with the troops.

September 11, 1978: The Shah received a call frcm President

Carter, stating the United States was still behind the Shah and to

reaffirm that a "close, friendly relationship" existed betoeen Iran
10

and the United States. This action received attention in the news

and it did not help the image of the United States with the oppcsition

in Iran. At this point in timw, it should have been considered pro-

per for a head of state to encourage an ally under stress; yet the

r-,sage should have been personal rather than publicized.

Septsmber 26, 1978: The Shah declared all mmbezs of the Royal

Family are prohibited from further financial dealings with the govern-

ment or exerting any form of control over dharitable organizations.

Apparently a move by the Shah to remove the taint of corruption level-

ad against the Royal Family by the opposition. 7he charge of corrup-
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tion against meabers of the Pahlavi family were indeed valid. The

Pahlavi Foundation was a means of securing wealth for the Shah's

family. Although the inmediate Royal Family, the Shah, Shahbanou,

and their children, were part of this foundation, they were never

criticized for their holdings, it was the Shah's brothers, sisters,

nephews, and nieces that infuriated the opposition on the issue of

corruption. The Shah's family were not the only "criminals" charged

with corruption by the cpposition; senior military officials, senior

officials in the government, and anw merchants from the west were

all included.

The sheer scale of corruption was so great that bank employees

of Iran's central bank were able to create a list of one-hutdred

forty-four key Iranians involved in extortion of Iranian funds. This

list was published and distributed by the opposition throughout

Tehran and the Shah's government took the listing seriously. The

individuals named on the list were shown to have transferred over

too billion dollars to foreign bank accounts in their names. After

the list appeared on the streets, those implicated used a low profile

to move about and many of them slipped out of the country before the

erngovemut took any positive action. 7he list carried the names of

three of the Shah's relatives which surely reinforced his decision

to restrict family dealings.

The Shah could have eaphasised his statefmlt at this tim by
1

taking positive action against those involved and yet he chose not

to. The Iranian ddle class were even prompted to take up the

oppcmition cause after revieuing the list of corrupt individuals
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12
because they now experienced a perceived relative deprivation. The

middle class had lived quite confortable and knew it even though in-

flation was eroding their real incoe. If the Shah had arrested those

charged with corruption, withdrew all assets of fanily members and

sent them abroad, and returned the assets of the Pahlavi Foumdation to

use in public projects, the Shah may have gained strength and increas-
13

ed admiration from his people. In any case, his lack of action was

a point of reinforcement to the opposition that the Shah oukned this

type of behavior from top officials, whether the fact was true or not.

October 2, 1978: A wave of civil service strikes spread through-

out Iran that would subsequently paralyze the entire nation. The pri-

mary target was the rid oil fields in the south which were in fact

the life-line of the country. Production dropped from close to six

million barrels per day down to slightly over one million barrels by

the new year. Ths action effectively stopped oil revenue from petrol-

eum exports and it also izVacted heavily on the internal operations

of the nation.

In Tehran, a city of over five million people and one millian

aut biles, everyone felt the impact. Long queuing was mmPon aroumd

the scarce tio-hundred plus gasoline stations operated by the govern-

nmt and the bulk fuel oil dealers. Ironically, Iran had received

emergency shipments of kerosene from the United States before the
14

Pahlavi governmt was overthron. Kerosene was the main fuel used

to heat business establishments and residential structures throughout

Iran. This situation surely caused efbarrassment to the Shah and his

goverrment since Iran had been the secoed largest oil producing nation

4!
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in the world a short time earlier.

October 6, 1978: On this date, the spiritual leader of Iran's
15

thirty plus zdilion Shiite Mosleas was forced to leave Naja, Iraq.

Ayatollah Ruhollah Rxmeini was forced to leave his sanctuary in the

religious city of Najaf, Iraq where he had lived in exile since forced

out of Iran by the Shah in 1963 after leading a host of Mullahs in an

unsuccessful dallenge to the Shah's hite Revolution. Exactly why

the Iraqi government dcse this time frane to expell the holy man can

not be answered factually. The Shah and the Iraqi government had long

since settled their active border dispute and the Shah had stopped

supporting Kurdish tribesman, which lends support to the viewpoint that

the Shah brought pressure to bear. It was no secret that the Iranian

goverment was displeased by Runini 's ability to pass recorded mass-

ages across the border into Iran for use in the Msques.

Khomeini 's serns were broadcast throughout Iran by the Mullahs

and such action was unacceptable to the Shah. Therefore, n~til the

facts are recorded sometime in the future, we nust assume the Shah

"elt threatened frau this "pest" residing in a bordering coumtry and
16

influenced Iraq to ruKve NQamni fran close praximity. This de-

cision proved to be bad judgement by the Shah after fthaini wa

accepted in a tsaorary status by the French government. In Paris,

Khomeini cm anced a full scale propaganda campaign against the

Pahlavi dynasty and regime. The French had warned Thoeini that Paris

would not be used as his hea uarters for revolution and yet the

Frend government never enforced this issue after the news media

scraled to tu.rmini's door and gave that scure man intenational
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coverage. The mmintum of the opposition factions increased rapidly

with a spokesman who was secure in a foreign country and given the

freed=m and facilities to plead the Iranian cause throughout the

world.

Noverber 5, 1978: Students organized on the campuses of the

major universities in Tehran moved onto the streets and in a rampage,

set fires to soft drink plants, banks, foreign car showroos, hotels,

liquor stores, restaurants, buses, and hundreds of other small shops.

This same group attempted to enter the embassies of the United States

and Britain. At the US embassy, the US Marine guards fired tear gas

into the crowd and the students did not press the issue there; hower,

they were successful in storming the walls of the British eabassy and

managed to set fires in many of the etassy buildings before the Iran-

ian military troops arrived to drive them out. Ten defrarstrators were

killed and numerous wounded were reported by the govenment radio

~NIR?.

The military did little to intervene initially except to provide

forces outside the US ebassy for security, an act that was not pro-

vided to the British. Spokea for the British erbassy clained the

govenment cold have prevented the entry into their grouns and
17

failed to make any effort to do so. One can only speculate why the

v=Memmt did not provide additional security to the British ecbassy;

the British Broadcasting Company (BC) had regular broadcast trans-

missions into Iran that were questionable in their sug.ort of the Shah.

Noverber 6, 1978: Prime Minister fwmii, who had earlier received

sane support frcm religious leaders, was not making progress towards

I _ ... __ j j
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solving the opposition mvent. He and his cabinet resigned and

were replaced by a nilitary goverment headed by the Chief, SCS,

General Ghola-Reza Ashari. The new goverment acted agressively by

arresting close to forty individuals. Among them were several news-

paper editors who dared to dallenge the Shah in print; the forer

Chief of SAVAK, General Nematollah Nassiri, who had just been recall-

ed fron his post as the Iranian Ambassador to Pakistan; and several

fonrer ministers, one of whom was the forer Court Minister, Amir

Abbas Hoveida. The govenmnt impsced censorship once again on the

Iranian press which resulted in a newspaper strike. The Shah pledged

that the "past mistakes of unlawfulness, cruelty, and corruption
18

(under his regine) would not be repeated".

Novnber 11, 1978: The leader of the National Front Party return-

ed to Tehran after neeting privately with Khcaeini in Paris. He was

about to hold a press cnference covering his negotiations between

4 the National Front and the spiritual leader when he was arrested and

delivered to a local prison. Sanjaby had planned to demmid the Shah's

departure fron Iran and name a provisional government during the news

conference. Sanjaby would subsequently be released by the goveniwt
19

forty days later.

Again the Shah had shwn ha he vacillated frMn One foM of

strategy, providing liberalization, back to his strategy of reinforce-

,4 ment, rule with the iron fist. He appeared to sense the need of the

V people to receive sce freedom and liberalization within the govern-

•ent and yet he was still extremely sensitive to all challenges or

criticism leveled toard him. After all, the Iranian Constitution of
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1906 clearly states the king can do no wrong. However, the Shah him-

self publicly admitted error in his pledge to the people on Nomaber 6,

1978, over %,=. The Shah had ruled for thirty-seven years and to

give up any power in Iran must have been repulsive to him and would

not permit attaining his personal goal of building Iran back into the

mighty Persia of old.

Novter 25, 1978: Fram his secure position in Paris, Khomeini

called out for maxi=u= resistance to the "illegal" military governmnt

forced upon the Iranian people. They should resist at all costs and

ccntinue to defy those who would not accept an Islamic Republic, in-

cluding complete disregard for the ommmiques of the martial law

administrators. Dimstraticns continued to intensify with westerners,

primarily the American cmmunity, becoming the targets. Private

American residences became targets for the a== terrorist weapon,

the Molotov cocktail.

Each day brought an new fire bcabing scar--here in the coumtry

with the heaviest concentration falling in Tehran and Isfahan. In

addition to private homes and autmbiles, the opposition struck out

at Iranian opan.es operated or assisted by western companies such

as Bell Helicopter, Grunran Aircraft, Boeing Aircraft, Teleomu -nica

tians (Bell Telephone International), and Pan American Airlines.

Numerous American buims buildings were gutted by fire; however,

there were no deaths at this point. The terrorist activity did

threaten personal safety however, and a mass ecodus co, mnced that

reduced the American population througot Iran from esitesmt e ard

of forty-five thousand down to nielve thousand by the first of the
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20
year. The international airport in Tehran was packed with Americans

and other foreigners seeking flights out of Iran on any carrier for

just about any destination.

Decnber 8, 1978: Iran was observing a deep mounuing period

knan as "Mdu!rran" which started on December 1, 1978, and would run

throu4i December 10, 1978. During this deep mourninw period, which

was held in mmory of the third Imm, Hossein the son of Ali,

Moha d's successor, curfew violations and widespread protests

were the norm. Chanting from the roof tops "Allah Akbar" (God is

great) coul- be heard nightly as well as sporadic gunfire across the

city of Tehran. Numerous crue leaflets were placed on front doors

of American residences and one of them posted at the door of an US

Army advisor read; "Occursed Ycnky, you knw about the Shahkmnarkism

and his general massacres, but while all liberal people condemn the

executioner you and your dmried President stpport him. This is the
21

reason that all the Iranian people hate you. Viva Islam."

Although the leaflets were not correct grammatically, the mean-

ing of the mesage was quite clear to anyone who received them. To

lessen the danger fram the huge riots that were expected to occur on

the ninth and tenth of Decsber, the dependents of all US Department

of Defase personnel were evacuated from Iran to a safe haven location

in Europe or the United States. 7he exodus was initiated aboard

military aircraft sent to Iran from the United States; the internation-

al airport in Tehran had been closed to civilian traffic by the mili-

tary governmnt.

It was bvious to the US ebassy staff that the safety and

'4
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security of Deparmet of Defense sponsored perscrnel could not be

provided by the host goverment. There was no fuel oil available on

the market to heat homes and provide hot water. The civil strikes

were affecting the pier generation plants and electrical ower would

be shut off without advance warning for twelve hours or more. The

strikes could possibly affect the health of the US military cimnity

in the cold months of Decmber and January. This situation did

nothing to help the Shah since it emphasised his steady loss of

power and influence over his people; even his military could not

protect the foreigners he still required to attain self-sufficiency.

December 9-31, 1978: In an attempt to prevent additional blood-

shed on the ninth, Tashua, General Ashari convinced the Shah to let

the people march in downtown religious processions which was the trad-

itianal custam on the day of mouning. The Shah approved the march as

long as it remained peaceful. Ashari prcmised to withdraw his troops

up to the northern part of the city and requested that the march

organizers maintain order in their ranks, insure riots did not start,

and no burning be permitted. Both parties agreed to the conditions

and Ashari moved his troops out of the heart of the city.

The march to the Shahyad 1mmrial Square drew crowds estim~ated

by observers at close to one million people. Many participated in

their custanary Shiite cbservance of self-flagellation, a custom

practiced to experience the pain that Hossein had experienced at the

hands of his murderers. Both sides kept their word and the day ended

peacefully. The following day, Ashura, the marchers were hostile and

hanted "Death to the Shah" and the participants numbered as many as

i/
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the previous day. There were isolated incidnts but full scale riots

did not occur.

The most significant event of the day was the renaning of the

Shahyad Mewrial as the Xhacini Tcwer by the dmnstrators. Isfahan

had not been so fortunate and numerous demonstrators died during open
22

dallenges to the military forces there.

The decision to permit the religious procession in Tehran was a

wise one which permitted the religious leaders to carry on a tradition

cbserved for thirteen hundred years in Iran. If the governnmnt had

taken a hard stand on this issue, there would have been direct con-

frcntatiCn involving thousands of demonstrators resulting in huge

numbers of fatalities an the streets.

As December ended, the first American fatality of the Iranian re-

volutiOn was recorded. Paul Grium, the managing director of opera-

ticns for the Oil Service Campany of Iran, was assassinated in Ahwaz

&ile driving to work an the twenty-third. His driver was also kill-

ed as well as his Iranian counterpart in another part of the city. It

was a well planned strike by terrorists who knew Paul Grimm's daily

habits of movuent around the city. fty this man was targeted is not

known other than his presence was a synbol of western influence.

Shortly after these murders, on the thirieth, General Ashari suf-

fered a slight heart attack and was placed in a cardiac unit at a lo-

cal hospital. Although the prognosis was good, Ashari requested the

Shah relieve him as Prime Minister of the military government. The

Shah then asked Shahpour Bakhtiar, the number two man in the National

Front Party, to form a civilian goveznmmt. The Shah was vacillating

AI
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again in his search for a solution to the crisis.

January 1, 1979: For the first tim in over two nmrths, the

Shah came out of seclusion and met with two reporters. He conceded

he was tired and needed to get away for awhile with his family to

rest. Shortly after this meeting, the Shah retreated back to the

isolation of the Niavaran Palace. Later in the day, Bakhtiar reveal-

ed he had accepted the premiership offered by the Shah based on the

conditions that the Shah leave the country; Bakhtiar was to be given

full control of the governwant and the military. The Shah had agreed

to Bakhtiar's conditions and also agreed to depart on vacation in the
23

immediate future.

This change of govenrent was a blessing to the opposition even

though the top man, Ehcmeini, had not suggested or approved of this

move. hameini had demanded nothing short of abdication by the Shah

and somehow this transition did not met that requirment.

January 11, 1979: Bakhtiar was appointed Prime Minister and

formed his cabinet from trusted associates within the National Front

and conservative Mullahs. Bahtiar announced the Shah would remain

in the governmnt as oonstitutinal mmoach with limited powers.

Bakhtiar's cabinet received a vote of confidence from the Parliment

and he addressed the lower house prcanising to shut off oil exports to

Israel and South Africa? dissolve the SAVAK, free all political pri-

soners, fire unrequired foreign workers, and cooperate closely with

V the religious leaders. He then lifted the military censorship placed24

on the newspapers and the presses rolled again.

Bakhtiar was now at the helm of this crippled nation and would
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have to perform miracles to stabilize the conditions that existed.

Khareini had not yet commanted on this new government w ich appeared

on the surface to be same sort of extension of the Shah, even though

Bakhtiar had been an opponent of the Shah. He had also been a resi-

dent in the Shah's prison system more than ance during the last two
decads.

January 13, 1979: The Shah made preparations to depart Iran on

a much needed vacation and appointed a regency council to represent

the cron while he was out of the country. Word readed the streets

of the city that General Oveisi, the military governor of Tehran and

martial law administrator for the Shah had managed to slip out of the

country. This was taken as a bad omn by loyal supporters of the

Shah. Bakhtiar appointed General Rahimi as Oveisi's replacement and

would lift martial law as soon as the city returned to normal. He

eased the curfew as a gesture to the people who had opc~ed the many
25

restrictions placed upon them.

There were rumors circulating on the streets that a military

coup would take place. General Qharabaghi was appointed as the Chief,

Supreme Caumander's Staff (SCS) under Bakhtiar and many people sighed

in relief. Oharabaghi was known as a moderate military leader and a

fair man; he was respected for his leadership as the Comuwdr of the

Iperial Iranian Genaamerie. He faced a tough job cntrolling sra

of the fiery generals who led the various military units throughout

the country.
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T IM4PC"T OF T SHAH'S EIPA RE

January 16, 1979: The Shah and his imnediate family said their

goodbyes through tearful eyes to the large gathering of supporters

who had come to see the Royal Family depart. After loading their

large cargo of luggage, a casket filled with Iranian soil was placed

aboard the aircraft. The Shah was the pilot at the controls of the

jetliner as it departed the airport, circled low around the city one

time, and then disappeared over the horizon. This had been a sad mo-

ment for a few but a joyful day for thousands when the word readied

the streets report-n the Shah had left Iran. There were huge demo-

strations once again in the streets; however, the atmospere was one

of elation and dancing in the streets.

Almost in the same instance, the cros busily removed the Shah's

pictures from all shops and office buildings and replaced them with
pictures of Thameini. The huge bronze statues of the Shah and his

father, Reza the Great, which had been dotting the major streets,

squares, and parks were toppled by the joyful crowds. No one expect-

ed to see the Shah return to Iran in any capacity and maybe the Shah

had not expected to return when he departed. There might have been

some purpose for his aircraft's slow circle around the city, a last

look at the country he loved and had planned to build into a major

indstrial power in the cning decde; there was also the casket of

Iranian soil stored in the cargo hold of his official aircraft short-
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ly before departure. Mis day could become a new page in the long
26

history of Persia.

The United States Azmy doctrine for Internal Defense and Devel-

opment (MAD) discusses two strategies that can be applied by the
27

legal or existing govenuet in ountering insurgency internally.

These strategies are labeled preemptive; a strategy which entails

dhanging an existing distribution of value system in order for addi-

tional segments of the population to be included in the category of

those who benefit and the second is reinforcement; a strategy which

entails strengthening the force that benefit fram the existing dis-

tribution of values in order to defend the syste, a method of main-

taining the status quo. Let us now exauine the actions taken by the

Shah during the heavy opposition he faced during the year of 1978 and

attempt to determine which strategy he applied.

It would appear that the Shah's defeat can be attributed, not to

failure to use a preemptive type of strategy, but probably, to his

failure to correctly identify the key issues and primry population

segments. The White Revolution was intended to be preemtive by the

Shah.

Most of those familiar with the case in Iran would probably

agree that eoaidn c issues contributed to the revolutin but, were

not of primary importance. In fact, the Shah had been very amscious

of mal-distribution in the economy. He did initiate agrarian reform

*back in 1963 with re-distribution of land held by private ownership

and continued this project of deeding land to the poor up to the re-

volution. The land refon program was probably good for the country;

! . ---
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however, the action was late in caming to the rural peasants and the

Shah did not follow up with a good agriculture plan or availability of

markets.

The Shah had done a lot to inprove the education and health ser-

vices through the pseeio-adlitary education corp. He built hundzeds

of schools and medical treatment facilities throughout the rural areas

of Iran to imprve living conditions. When the Shah cave to poer,

the illiteracy rate was ninety-five per cent; but today it falls some-
28

where in the vicinity of fifty per cent. However, most of this ira-

provensit was experienced in the last decade of his regime. Mbst of

the projects were directed toward the rural population who were not

the principal perpetators of the insurgency or revolution. It sesi

to be ircnic that the govement failed to capitalize on Iran's pro-

gress under the Shah by protion in the news media. This failure may

have been a major error by the goverrment.

What the Shah neglected were the issues of political participa-

tin, status, and religious values. The insurgent leaders were a

coalition of religious hierardy, bazaar merchants, university stu-

* dents, and leftist intellectuals. The policies imposed by the Shah

* uznnmined both their social standing and their ability to participate

in decision akLng. He should have preempted scme of them by bringiz

then into the decision making process of the goverwnurt. If the mer-

chants and intlecruas had been on his side, he could have prdbably

defeated the Ayatollahs and Mullahs, without significant violence.

Sheissue of religion is a highly emotional one, yet possibly an

issue invented by the Ayatollahs to expend their own frustration to-
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ward larger segments of the population. The Shah ultimately gave the

religious leaders the weapqs they needed by sare of his decisions,

sud as abandoning the calender based upon the "Hijra" of the prophet

Mdmmeud and cutting out governmmnt subsidies to the msques. Tese

actions were petty and uiMportant to the Shah; hoaver, they were

aftxmely important and relevant to the clergy and the people.

During the course of the year of revolution, the Shah continual-

ly vacillated frn one extreme to another. He claimed to have initi-

ated a new progran of deoxatization nearly two years earlier and

even in September of 1978, the Shah stated he was certain that the

main program, those being liberalizatin and dmtxcatization of the
29coumtry would cntinue and then real, free electims would be held.

The Shah may have believed that to speak in tezms of new programs per-

mitting political participation would reap preemptive benefits for the

gove=ment, but there was never any positive action toward realizing

additional freed by the people.

Each time the Shah would loosen goveronntal cotrol, the people

who were eager to participate, seemed to threaten him, and he would

revert back to reinforcement type action. Throughout 1978, we had

dserved the Shah promise reform in the gove2nNWt and within a matter

of days, he would move in his troops and apply the sam old pressures,

I I a reinforceimnt type strategy.
The Sub's real Problem were rooted in the urban areas where a

Ssound progr of preemptive strategy would have paid massive dividends.

gat preemptive strategy was applied, was always directed towards the

rural areas where his authority was not dallengd. Even the applica-
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ticn to the rural population came too late because most of the poor

peasants were nviDng to or living in the urban areas where the eoono-

my was booming. Iran had transitioned from a rural state to an urban

state.

The departure of the Shah left a large vacuum in Iran that had

not been experienced in mwny years, and it is necessary to exmnine

and analyze who was able to grasp the power and successfully direct

Iran out of its paralysis. The very existence of the shah had always

been supported by the strong foundation of his nerial Iranian Anmed

Forces and likewise, the military had always been dependent upon the

Shah to maintain their pwer and pcsition of status in the country.

The following dapter will atteipt to examine why the military forces
30

were neutralized and what followed.
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Notes

Mr. Shahnardian was a native Iranian who had insisted throughout the

revolutionary period of 1978 that the Shah could not be overthron

and on the day the Shah departed Iran, we talked for nearly two hairs

On the events that had occurred since January of 1978. Although he

was finnly planted in the educated middle class of Iran, this nan was

intelligent and enjoyed personal friends among the elite and upper

class.

V
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CHAPTR V

T IMPERLAL IRANIAN AF.ED FORCES: THE SHAH'S AIRIT'Y

This chapter will provide additional insight into the Shah's

actual foundation of goverrrent, the Inperial Iranian Armed Forces.

The author was responsible for all Foreign Military Sales Training

supported by the United States Anny to the government of Iran. He

also provided advisory assistance to the Inperial Iranian Air Force

(IIAF), -nperial Iranian Navy (IIN), Imperial Iranian Gendamrie

(lIG), and the Imperial Guards (IG). Each service section purchased

US Any training of various types in their atteupt to reach self-

sufficiency. The period of personal observation camenced on August 7,

1977, and ccntinued up to his evacuation on February 20, 1979.

ORANIZATICN OF THE ARM FORCS

The organization of the IMperial Iranian Armed For was simple

on the surface; yet, extremely complex when examined in depth. The

Shah was xomander-in-chief of all the armed forces as provided by

the constitution and the absolute morander in practice. He darand-

ed and received total obedience frcm his cmmanders, each of whom were

hand picked by him based upon past service, deeds performed, and

trust. To insure that a oremnding general of a service section

<1q
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would not attempt a cup, he did not observe the tra-dtional chain of

command found in the military forces of other countries. Each can-

manding general of the IIGF, IIAF, IN, IIG, and IG reosived detailed

daily guidance from the Shah and answered directly to him in all

matters, no matter how minute or routine. The Shah retained a

general officer, General Azimi, in a minister level post as the

Minister of War who was responsible for budgetary and legislative

matters. The Vice Minister of War, General Toufanian, was the sole

individual responsible to the Shah for implementation of the complex

arms procurement program and was in a position of high visibility in

Iran.

Documents reviewed within the IIGF headquarters state the Shah

maintains operational control of the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces

through the Suprem Commander's Staff (SCS). This statement is not

fact and was probably written to pacify the Iranian people. 7he typi-

cal Iranian believed, and rightly so, that the military played an

important role in the political arena as the Shah's absolute authority

and power base. In fact, the VN under their Chief, General Ashari,

perfoned amd.nistrative staff functions directed toward plans,

programs, and budgets. General Ashari answered directly to the Shah

as did his "subordinates". The Shah did appoint General Ashari as
the prime minister of the military govenrnmet on Novmter 6, 1978,

after the Pahlavi regime had been seriously dallenged.

Ead separate service section in the Imperial Iranian Armed

forces was organized and staffed almost identically to United States

military services and each was provided full (four star) general

TI
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officer billets for the comianding general; however, only the IIGF

and the IIG had a full general commnding. The IIG is normally add-

ressed as a security force under the Minister of Interior; hoever,

as discussed in dapter one, they received the same training and

equipment as the other services and must be considered part of the

total force instead of paramilitary in nature.

Actual force structure and size could not be accurately fixed

by internal reports, the Shah boasted of 500,000 active duty troops

in mid-1978. The IIGF strength was estimated at 300,000, the IIAF

at 100,000, the IIN at 50,000, and the remaining forces spread through-

out the IIG and IG. Military and civilian intelligence units were

sizable; however, it is doubtful that they were included in the total

force of 500,000. The secret police organizations such as the SAVAK

were substantially large in nuibers and it was obvious through dis-

cussions with corater-parts that the SAVAK agents were also in

military unifonms; no doubt the SAVAK performed as a tool for checks

and balance throughout all governmental agencies.

THE OFFICER COWS

The majority of the general officers in the anyed forces were

the sons of former general officers and were also graduates of the

Iranian Military Academy. T serve the Shah in a position of military

leadership had been a tradition for many years in Iran; however,

there was evidence of change even prior to the Islardc Revolution.

-x* fidly in particular, the Jahanbani's, had three brothers serving

: I I
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on active duty as general officers; two were in the IIGF and ote was

in the IIAF. Their father had been a general officer under Reza Shah

after the Pahlavi Dynasty had been foned. LTG Jahanbani had visited

the author in the summer of 1978 to inquire on acadamic and visa re-

quirements for his eldest son to study in the United States. During

the visit, he lamented the decision made by his son to choose another

profession over the military. He did state that the military service

no longer offered the social standing and the prestige once enjoyed

by the military hierarchy and even better wages could be found else-

where.

This same situation was also found in other prominent military

families and implied a drastic dange of traditional military leader-

ship would have taken place even if the Shah had retained power. This

could help explain the Shah's policy of promotion selection above the

grade of major in all services. He personally selected all majors

and higher for promotion and closely monitored all others. This

method of cotrol surely demanded considerable tine and effort on the

Shah's part in the highly centralized decision making process he

exercised.

All officers and non-oc assicned officers of the armed forces

were volunteers and considered regular any by our standards. 7he

bulk of the troops were conscripts. The military academy was the

prime source for officers in Iran while large numbers in IIAF and IIN
4Lt

were commissioned by attendance at foreign academies.

Within the armed forces, class differences had been tradition-

ally well defined; camissioned officers cams frcm the upper-class
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families, the career non-omimissioned offices and warrant officers

out of the urban middle class, and conscripts frai the rural areas

and lcwer class family backgrounds. The incidence of officers evolv-

ing out of the educated middle class was becming increasing prOnotmc-

ed in the late 1970's, uhidi was another major trend influencing the

military establishment.

UM NATICNAL SR T PROGRAM

Iran's population of thirty-four million plus provided a large

manpwcer pool of male personnel in the conscript bracket of fifteen

to forty-nine years of age. Of about eight million males eligible in

1977, only four million were cansidered to be qualified mnntally and

physically for conscription if the need arised. The requirements by

mental and physical category were not released to advisors; howvr,

illiteracy was not a disqualification. Every year, the govenutnt

called to duty about 300,000 and less than half of those were retain-

ed in the force.

Conscription laws had been in effect since 1925 and each male

was required to regi.ster upon reaching the age of nineteen and if

selected, would come on active duty at the age of t#enty-one. The

Conscription program was administered by the ZIG throughout the

country and draft evaders were arrested and tried before military

tribunals, then iVriscned in military prisons. If an eligible male

was not called up by three ccnsecutive drafts, he was permanently

exmpt. He could be called up for declared war; hagavar, this rule

oJ
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applied to all males without regard to age or physical condition.

Since the majority of all service personnel were conscripts and

over half of them were considered illiterate in 1977, this posed a

serious manpower problem for Iran in its ability to absorb the vast

amounts of advanced military hardware it continued to purchase. The

=scripts were only required to serve for two years and most of

this time was spent in learning the basic soldier skills and spending

half of each duty day in literacy training program.

Many of the conscripts could not speak the national language,

Farsi, since they had owe fron tribal areas. The average conscript

served in corbat units while the educated conscript that ould not

get a government execpticn served in nonrimmat units. Conscripts

were never trusted by the leadership since they had to be drafted and

did not choose to serve their country as volunteers. They were rifle-

men who performed menial tasks for their superiors such as gardeners

and janitors or other types of servile positions.

All things considered, the conscript never reached a point where

he could be considered a well-trained soldier prepared to enter am-

bat in the defense of his country and through no fault of his own,

spent two years of servitude under the regular amy. Although each

=%nscript left the service with more education and knowledge than when

he entered, there was no place for him in the already crowded civil-

ian sector. This was a drastic waste of mnpxer that ould have

been trained and retained on active duty; however, the government did

not make any attempt to recruit them into the regular force. Although

required to daily swear their alligence to the Shah in the morning

4
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formation, there can be no doubt that true loyalty and dedicatio

to the Shah did not exist.

IRAN S MI'MAt TRAININ

The initial entry military training for all enlisted personnel,

regulars and conscripts, had been tailored after United States Amy

basic and advanced military occupational speciality (MCS) producing

schools. The basic training was thirteen weeks in length followed by

selection for M)S producing schools. As stated earlier, because of

illiteracy, sae of the conscripts never advanced beyond basic train-

ing and were then sent out to serve Chayi (tea) to staff officerse

police grounds, work in general officer households, etc. Thcse who

were selected for advanced training were assigned to one of four

different service schools.

The four schools taught additional specialized training in

armor, infantry, artillery, and conbat service support. The schools

were highly structured and discipline oriented. The class cumenced

daily with a bugle call and all scheduled breaks, including lunch,

were announced in the same manner. A tour of selected sghools re-

* vealed that the instructors were prepared in their subject areas and

tolerated nothing short of strict discipline in the classroom.

Although taught in Farsi, it was evident that the method of

instructin was based on rote mwiry and the students were proficient

in hands-n training. The end of course testing was suspect since

recycling was not evident and the final product, the soldier, did not
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retain a level of competence that would be expected.

Field training was not impressive due to the scenarios employed

by the commanders and staff. A division cuiand post exercise (CPX)

or a field training exercise (FIX) would not vary frm one year to

another. Several US advisors cameted on writing after-actin re-

ports by noting all major problem areas only to find that the report

filed on the previous exercise by a previous advisor was nearly

identical to the current one. This was a depressing situation for an

advisor who knw the Iranian military unit was indeed capable of

performing well.

During briefings made to counterparts after an exercise, the

Iranian commander would always agree with the critique of noted

shortcomings and assure the advisors that the problem would be

corrected prior to the next exercise. Of course, the corrective action

never was implemented and if an advisor went above the oterpart in

* his dain of cmand, he might find himself assigned to a new unit or

if dose to push the issue, he might find himself in a position of

persona non grata and shipped out of Iran immediately. Therefore,

US Army advisors found themselves in a position where they taught by

US Azy standards to a force that may or may not chose to exerise that

standard. One mistake nade by the typical westerner is his lack of

tolerance to the reluctance of Iranians to observe change in a daily

routine that is ofortable and acceptable to them. This major short-
coming is due to the failure of the western guest in the comtzy to

fully understand the culture of Iran and of course the entire Middle-

East. This mistake is mde by advisors and Deparbmt of State per-
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scnnel alike. The typical Iranian will not say no to a suggestion

out of couresy. They are proud people who may not agree with a pro-

posal or suggestion; however, they would never place the other party

in a position of Fitarrassment. Therefore, yen can readily find

agreemmt on most matters and yet never initiate a positive change.

; STRICT FOR4GUM1 IN MME RANES

The Shah was the commlander of all forces and yet rank was ex-

tremely important all the way down the line. No one in uniform would

dare address another soldier by his first name even if he outranked

him. Each officer was aware of his peer's dates of rank and rigidly

followed the fonality expected from seniors and subordinates alike.

Cne day of seniority in time in grade placed the junior in a humble

position. When a junior addressed or approached a senior, he canu to

a position of attention and saluted. He held the salute umtil the

senior had cmpletely passed fron view or had finished the discussion

and returned the salute.

The fonnality applied to all situations whether indoors or out

and included reporting in an office area. The hat was worn at all

times when out of an office area to include hallways inside a head-

quarters building. A full uniform was worn at all tines no zratter

where the individual may, be working and applied to all ranks. It was

humorous to observe a group of officers appro an entzy way or ele-

vator in a grou. Each one would make a courteous atbimpt to have

one of the other officers enter first even though the other was the
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junior; however, the senior always went first and the junior knew

better than to accept the courtesy of the offer.

This application of fonmality was evidence of the position held

by mubes of the military and especially the position of officers.

Furthezncre, it amplifies the obedience rendered to a superior in

each and every circumstanoe. A soldier did not question the judge-

ment of his superior in any case and would never cansider providing

advice on any matter. This emphasis on structure in the Iranian mil-

itary establishment certainly did not promote individual ability or

recognize an individual's potential. A simple proposal to the ci-

mading general of the Imperial Iranian Ground Forces an nearly all

matters would require a considerable delay in receiving a response,

either negative or positive. Typically, the cmmanding general would

need tie to consider the action, in fact, he was aviding a decision

umtil he could provide the infomition. to His Imperial Majesty for

guidance or a decision.

This method of conducting business was universal throughout the

services and did not proote judgmesnt or leadership growth in the

military forces. The Shah made all decisions in his highly central-

ized structure of govermient and no action would be taken until the

Shah had been infozmed. Of course, no Iranian general officer would

ever admit to such restrictions even though everyone knew he was not

free to =Mke decisions of judgment. Only if the decision was rou-

tine and applied to internal operations such as guard duty, daily

office routine, or normal maintenance and did not involve interface

with external advisors, did he have the freedaa to act on his n.
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7he Shah had to be a brilliant leader to handle the massive vol-

ume of decisions required each day and provide insight into the pro-

blems encountered by him and his military leadership during a crisis,

when time was critical such as the latter days of the revolution. The

military was severely limited by the highly centralized control ex-

ercised by the Shah and one ponders how decisions were reached in his

absence.

T SHAH'S GOAS FOR HIS AM FRMS

The Shah never hesitated in his effort to build a powerful mili-

tary force that would be second only to the Soviet Union in the region.

He wanted Iran to become an industrialized giant in the decade of the

eighties, and he wanted to see his coumtry bece powerful once again

as old Persia had been in its long and colorful history. Although his

agreents with the United States regarding military arm purchases

were based upon the defense of Iran as specified under the DOD Mili-

tary Articles and Services Manual (MASM), it was evident by the equip-

ment the Shah was able to introduce that he had the capability to

initiate offensive actions in the region if he desired.

It was simply ridiculous for an outside observer to consider the

need for F-14's with Phoenix missiles as a defensive weapon, let alone

the co tract for the introduction of advanced aircraft such as the

*F-16. It is dobtful that anyone other than the Shah knew what his

true intentions might have been. Since self-sufficiency was not

readied prior to the collapse of the Pahlavi regime, the intended
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course for Iran under the Shah may never be known.

Most studies of the Iranian ecnoy will support the fact that

nearly thirty per cent of Iran's gross national product was direct&

toward the purchase of military equipment in recent years. Defense

expenditures were not however limited to hardware since the Shah was

known to provide substantial benefits to his military personnel. On

the one hand, the Shah closely scrutinized his officers by dbserving

their public and private lives through the eyes of the SAVAK and

military intelligence.

On the other hand, most of the senior officers were well reward-

ed for their dedication and loyalty by receiving salaries and other

monetary benefits that placed them in an income bracket secomd nly

to the nation's elite class. They received benefits in the form of

free housing, free meals at military dining facilities, conscript sol-

diers to serve at their quarters, and if traveling abroad, they were

allowed to iuport goods with little or no import tax. The import tax

for a Mercedes 450 sedan for others was close to thirty thousand

dollars which provided a substantial savings to an officer bringing.I

a car back frau Geirany.

v T7he efforts to maintain loy'alty also extended down to the

regular army enlisted ranks where they prayed each morning for the

welfare of the Shah. He provided monetary benefits to them through

free medical and dental care for their family miters and high-rise

housing facilities. Scie in-coumtry cbservers suggested that the

continued purchase of the latest state-of-the-art military hardmae

was a tactic esployed by the Shah to maintain prestige amnig the
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military leadership.

The acquisition of item not found in nst develcping countries

made the general officers proud in their relations with neighboring

countries. This may have been a futile attempt by the Shah to retain

loyalty in his officer corps, who were then feeling the impact of in-

flation in the ecxny and observing large segments of the civilian

work force draw salaries far superior to theirs.

This method was not productive since the military did not have

the technical iinpawer base to absorb the influx of military equip-

ment and literally millions of dollars in new equipment stood idle in

the various ports. The government nust have taken delivery on thou-

sands of item and could not trace the locations on most of them in-

cluding spare parts. The IIGF logistics command had modern ccmputer

equipment and this comaend was supplemented by civilian logisticians;

however, the system could not support the force. This was due to a

lack of COmMunications between camands.

Although the military forces appeared loyal to the Shah and had

stood behind him throughout the reign of the Pahlavi' s, they were not

disloyal to Islam. Since appivxunately ninety per cent of the popula-

ticn was Mosle, it should follow that the same statistics applied

within the military establishmnt.

During the first formaticn of the day, the troops swore their

alligence to the Shah, the Koran, and Iran. They prayed during this

k fonation for the Shah's welfare among other things. They also ob-

served the Islamic tradition and requiremnt for prayer. They would

face Mecca and prostrate thetmelves in prayer a miniumn of five times

i.....I .. .
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daily. They were never restricted from prayer and in most cases, the

military enforced this devotion to Islam. They cbserved fasting when

required except in situations where fatigue might be eprienced due

to loss of body fluids and the clergy provided exceptions in such cases.

The majority of the military follaed the teachings of a parti-

cular Mullah or Ayatollah in their community and supported the Mosque.

Therefore, we nust assume that contradictions between the military

and obedience to Islam surfaced during the revolutio. As the in-

tensity of the Islamic revolution grow, there ould not be a middle of

the road position beteen the two.

The military personnel concerned with pysical needs remained

loyal to the Shah since there would be no military force or pay and

retirement without him. An Islamic Republic would treat everyone

equal and their status would be lost. Futhezmore, those who had

supported the Shah vigorously in the past against the people could

not hope to receive ccmpassicn from the clergy if the Shah's regime

disintegrated. Those who sought spiritual satisfactic through Islam

and the promise of eternal life with Allah, could not support the

Shah and remain loyal to the government. The Isla ic Revolution and

its promise of an Islamic Republic caused a dichotmy within the

structure of the military establishment =uner the Shah.

The onscripts becmm a severe problem as the reQVluticn pro-

gressed due to their dedication to Islam and lack of loyalty to the
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Shah. The majority of them were illiterate, but they were aware of

the Koran and its teaching. They probably never set foot in a formal

school institution but they had grown up attending the Mosque and

listening to the Mullahs, learning the Koran through rote memory

practices, and continuous exposure to the religious chants and pray-

ers.

The conscripts were moved vast distances fram their hcnes when

drafted by design of the goverment and could not assimilate in the

areas where they served except the Mosque, and they obeyed the mili-

tary rules out of fear. However, they also feared Allah and believed

they would be condemned to damnation in hell if they failed to obey

his teachings as expressed in the Koran.

Military tours in strange areas of the coumtry were designed and

planned by the government in case the military was required to face

a threat to the Shah by the Iranian people. The %-.script would not

hesitate to shoot a stranger if he feared for his awn safety, but he

might refuse to shoot dan members of his own family or village

(XZ-ity.
here was a new ingreient in the Islanic Revolution that each

conscript had to face, the threat to the Shah was not the Tudeh party

or other radicals, it was faithful Moslems led by a man who had ccam

to be recognized as the spiritual leader of Shiite Islam, the

Ayatollah thcmeini. The faithful Moslem opposing the Shah were not

blood relatives, yet they were his brothers and sisters in Islam. In

nearly all comfrcatations with the masses, the soldiers were faced

with Moemaiu who asked them to lay down their weqpm and stop shoot-
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ing their faithful brethren.

The Shah had not sought the loyalty of the conscripts and in most

cases, the Shah and the military in general had forced them into a

subservient position in life. They were treated like animals without

rights and no possibility for any type of advaneamt in the society.

If they dhcse to break ranks and desert, they would be faced with two

possibilities: if they were caught they would be shot on the spot as

military deserters; if not caught, they had their freedom to serve the

cause of Islam as defined by Ehcavini.

The Shiite Moslem believes that death in the service of Islam

places them in a martyred status under the Koran and they will go to

heaven, regardless of their previous failures in the service of Allah.

The desertion rate climbed steadily from late 1978 forward and since

the majority of the IIGF troops were conscript, this posed a serious

threat to the military forces, especially in the IIGF.

Towards the end of the Pahlavi regime it was becoming routine for

conscripts to shoot their superiors and then remove their own uniform

and disappear into the crowds. This problem was acute in the remte

areas throughout Iran amng the cxbat units of divisional size and

smaller. Deserticn rates impacted on manpower; however, it placed

coumAnders in a position where their leadership abilities were sus-

pect. Ccmmanders were forced to direct their attention to the main-

tenance of loyalty in the ranks in order to satisfy their own con-

manders and at the same time focus attention towards the threat to

the gmmmmt and the Shah.

The conscripts placed the junior comanders in an untenble posi-

. ... . . . i l i . .. ,iiI l I iiji l i i I i
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tion where victory as the junior commanders had perceived it, could not

be reached. Although the Shah had retreated fram public view during

the last three mnths of the revolution, we can assume that he was deep-

ly troubled by the disintegration within his armed forces and brought

extreme pressure to bear on his top general officers and service sec-

tion camnanders. This pressure was observed in the staff officers of

the IIGF. Ironically, the Shah demanded leadership qualities from

caimunders that he had effectively stifled during most of their ca-

reers.

SE-SUFFICENCY VIS-A-VIS ISLAM

The Imperial Iranian Armed Forces were a long way from attaining

the Shah's goal of self-sufficiency. The techical base of trained

perscnnel could not keep up the pace with material aquisition and

dependence on the skilled labor force from the western world continm-

ed to grow. Prior to the evacuation of the United States citizens,

there were close to 40,000 Americans working in Iran. With the excep-

tion of Bell Helicopter International, the salaries were extremely

high which brought into Iran hundreds of retired military personnel

fru the United States to manage and maintain the expensive military

hardware purdased frau the US.

The Shah believed American equipmt was the best available in

the world and purchased the majority of his military hardware fru

us. He paid premium prices for the equipment and personnel to support

it; however, if the United States would not sell a particular iten,
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the Shah could and would purchase sarething similiar from Britain,

France, or Germany. The Shah realized that Iran's oil reserves would

not last beyond sae twenty years and was intent cn building Iran into

a major industrial power with a strong defense prior to exhausting

Iran's petroleum wealth.

The Shah had made significant advances tcward his goals and yet

progress had came at the expense of his people. The rapid influx of

western technicians into the urban areas also brought in western in-

fluence sud as movie theaters, imported food products, western cloth-

ing, and abundant nightclubs and casinos to entertain them.

The rapid inflation rates generated by the high salaries had im-

pacted upon the populace and the local eccrmy. Housing shortages

became prevalent and a three-bedroam villa in central or North Tehran

would a inand a n~thly rent of fifteen-hundred dollars. High rental

rates forced the laqer class of Tehran further South in the city into

the slum areas.

Since the majority of the foreign work force resided in the major

cities of Tehran, Tabriz, Isfahan, and Shiraz, and the Shah's major

projects were directed toward the urban areas, the villagers migrated

from remote locations to the cities where jobs might be found. In

additicn to increasing the population of already crowded cities, nst

of the unskilled villagers could not find work. Those who did secure

work received extreely low pay and could not afford the high cost of

food and housing.

An imnpotant factor should be meutioned here regarding the lower

classes of the Iranian society. They had moved fran the villages with
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the hope of finding work and improved living ccditicns and found

themselves in worse conditions than they had left; however, they had

been exposed to the educated middle class, foreigners, and the elite

of Iran who were living in comfort with money to purchase anything

they might desire. For the first tims in many of the peasants lives,

they experienced deprivation on a large scale. These people were

ready to follow anyone who could shift the scale in their favor and

were eager to join the Islamic narch to equality.

Rapid industrial growth, high inflation rates, increased defense

spending, and the influx of foreign workers impacted on another seg-

ment of the population, the Islamic clergy. The Ayatollahs and the

Mullahs found it increasingly difficult to assimilate the danges

taking place in Iran, and especially the increased dennds on the

mosques to care for the needs of the poor Moslems, and the numbers

grew daily as villagers migrated into the urban areas.

The influx of foreigners brought additional prcblers; a severe

challenge to Islanic tradition from the western influence; an increase

in minority religions; an increased crime rate in major cities; and

increased pressures froa the royal governmunt to oonfom, with the

SAVAK acting as the %jverzT1tal agent. As the foreign population

grw, their western influnce on the Iranian society grow. It was

the west and primarily the United States that sold and maintained

military equipment for the Shah and this same equipment could be

directed toward the Iranian populace whenever the Shah felt the need

to do so. Recent history had shown the Shah's willingness to employ

his forces against his own people as experienced in 1953, 1963, 1970,
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1975, and again in 1978.

Just about every inmoral condition prevalent in Iran and also

despised by the clergy was blaved on the west. Sane of these were:

increased prostituticn, pornographic movies and literature, nightclubs

with striptease dancers, abundance of alcholic beverages, ganbling

casinos, venereal disease, bastard dildren, western clothing that

exposed Iranian wamen, inmoral dancing between the sexes, immoral

displays of affection in public, and marriages outside of Islam. The

very foundation of Islam was severely dallenged by the influence of

the west. Even worse, the Shah had cdoned it although he was clear-

ly charged under the ccnstitutic to prcoote Islam as the state reli-

gicn and protect Islam against all eneies. The Shah and his western

friends were guilty in the eyes of the clergy for crimes lunped to-

gether under one charge, "corruption on earth."

LOYALTY WI= THE AEV FORCES

The title of the Shah is synonymous with all who support him in

his govenment when addressed by his oppanents. Foreiit in this

grouing of loyalists to the Shah were the top general officers who

in most cases were also ammanders of the service sections in the

IMperial Iranian Anked Forces. As stated earlier, the Shah bought

* t the dedication and loyalty of his top officers either directly or in-

* directly. By the time an officer reached the grade of full colonel

or general officer, he was xommitted to the Shah for his very exist-

ence in Iranian society.
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From the initial organization of the anned forces under Reza Shah

in 1921 until the early seventies, an Iranian military officer occu-

pied a position of prestige and ranked high in status in the social

arena. Despite problems with inflation, the officer corp as a whole

supported the Shah. Even after retirement, officers suffered little,

if any, diminution of pay.

Regular officers could retire after twenty years of military

service if their retireaent did not adversely impact on ability of

the military to perform its mission. Most officers served between

twenty-five and thirty years before requesting retirement. The re-

tired pay was based on a fracticn of the last active duty pay per

month multiplied by each year of service. In most cases, the retired

nmthly pay rate exceeded their active duty monthly pay; hcwever,

they were no longer entitled to most of the aditicnal benefits enjoy-

ed an active duty such as housing, servants, official cars, and nie-

tary bcnuses. Retuwnt pay was more than sufficient to retain their

accustamed standard of living and status in society.

If the Shah were killed or forced to flee frau Iran, and his scn

could not ascend to the throne, all was lost for the military hier-

ardcy. Most military officers believed this was the case. Any new

goverrment, whether religious inspired or not, would surely change

the regulatians in force and the military would lose everything.

The Shah could not exist without the azmed forcms exercising an

essential role in upholding his political authority and likeise, the

military could not exist in its customary position without the Shah.

There co=ld be no doubt that the officer corp held a csiderable
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stake in the Shah's govenvent and political system; furthermore,

there would be little chance that the officer Corp would actively

take a stand in any political activity that would even hint of cmtra-

diction to the Shah or oppose his expressed desires. most of the

officer corp, ten per cent of the total force, remained more or less

loyal to the Shah; however, it was the top generals that the opposi-

tion elemnts hated and also feared.

The total officer corp was not hated by the opposition because

of their specific deeds, but were generally disliked due to their

association with the Shah and his government. Many of the officers

in service during the Islamic Revolution were kind and tunerstanding

towards the populace. Many of them were also sincere and devoted

Moslems who did not desire to strike down Iranians in the street and

yet they were in no position to assert their personal opinions. Even

some of the general officers were ctisidered moderates and respected

by the cammumity and the clergy alike. However, they were in a posi-

tion where no options were available, although sane were never forced

to make a doice between loyalty to the Shah or joining the opposi-

tion.

One of the moderates was General Abbas Oharabaghi. He had

served in both the Imperial Iranian Ground Forces and the Inperial

Iranian e. He was serving as the cmuonder of the gendar-

, mri when the revolution started, then took over as the Minister of

Interior, and at the end was serving under Prinm Minister Shapour

Bakhtiar as the Chief of the Suoram Caunnder's Staff.

This man was a graduate of the Iranian Military Academy who had

i "
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ability and personality to deal with the populace without employing

extreue military pressure. He was considered by observers within and

outside of Iran as the Shah's best military leader and perfoned in a

professional manner at all times.

General Oarabaghi was oe of only two full generals to be spared

from the Islamic execution squad after the govemment fell. He was

also the top military comander who gave the order that neutralized

the armed forces on February 12, 1979 and thereby provided the Islamic

Revolution with victory. An interesting fact of interest, General

Qharabaghi is the son-in-law of Ayatollah Shariat Maderi, a praminent

Moslen leader in Qcm. Other major ommanders and general officers

hated by the clergy and the majority of the opposition were:

General Ashari: Chief of the Supremn Cwmander's Staff and the

military prime minister of the military government.

General Oveisi: Camander, Imperial Iranian Ground Forces and

the military governor and martial law administrator for Tehran.

General Rabii: Commnder, Imperial Iranian Air Force and a

minister in the military goyeznent.

General Biglari: Ccmmander, Ierial Iranian e.

General Badrai: Ccomarder of the Shah's I erial Guards.

General Nassiri: Camider of the SAVAK and Abassador to Paki-

stan.

General Moqaddin: Comnaxer of the SAVAK, a deputy of General
Wi

el iNassiri.

General Asimi: Minister of War.

1 ..... .., ............ ......... .. .
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General Toufanian: Vice-Minister of War in darge of weapons

procurement for all service sections.

General Naji: Comawnder, Iqmrial Iranian Artillery Center and

martial law governor in Isfahan.

General Rahimi: Replaced General Oveisi as military governor of

Tehran after the latter fled Iran.

General Xhcsrowdad: Cmuwndr, Imperial Army Aviation Center in

Isfahan and the elite brigades, 55th Airborne and 23rd Special Forces.

General Jahanbani: Deputy Comader, Imperial Iranian Air Force.

The Foregoing list is not exhaustive; however, it does serve as a

key roester of the major camanders in positions of influence during

the revolution and all but three were executed. Generals Toufanian

and Oveisi fled the country prior to arrest and General Ashari's fate

is unknon.

THE SHAH 'S F2NAL NNlET DAYS N IRAN

i The Shah's last three mnmths in Tehran were spent in seclusion at

his Niavaran Palace in the north part of the city. The palace grounds
Swere surone by tanks and air defense weapons for protection. Army

helicopters entered and departed the grounds during all hours of the

day and night, probably transporting key military leadetr in and out

for high level nmetings. There was speculation that the Shah had been

*the victim of an attempted assassination and was wounded severely.

Although there was no evidence to suport this line of reasoning, the

Shah did not look well uon his departure fram Iran and may have been
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ill. Current events surroumding his medical conditicn lend support

to a cndition of failing health.

The Shah had cntinually vacillated in his policies during the;

entire revolutin and in the closing days, he seemd to be indecisive

in reading operational decisions. It was not the same Shah cbserved

during the previous opposition moveuents he had faced in thirty-seven

years as Iran's mnardc. It is possible his top =m anders were not

executing his directives in a timely manner. Thatever the case, the

Shah was not sure of his position with the United States or haw its

leader, President Carter might react to the application of total mili-

tary force if the Shah had employed this tactic in the streets of his

cities. The Shah must have had dotbts about same of his cuanders

since they were constantly reporting increased desertion rates in the

ranks. Only those close to him during the last days of the revolution

really knew what his motives may have been.

After his appointmient of Bakhtiar to head the government, it was

easy to understand why his military cmmanders would not work well

with Bakhtiar. heir reasoning was that the Shah was still in the

ontry initially and he shoull have given the orders as he had done

in the past. After the Shah's departure, it was equally easy to see

why the camnarxers were reluctant to follow Bakhtiar.

Bakhtiar did not have experience in military matters and he had

*+ anticipated his military axmanders would be able to take charge and

handle the problem at hand. All of the cmtanders, with the possible

Sexception of General Charabaghi, had been military pupets for too

long hcweyer, and it was not the time to learn how to be decisive.

LA
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They may have experienced felings of abandoment by the Shah and

their personal goals had been completely shattered. There was proba-

bly a vast amunt of bickering among the generals concerning who was

in charge and what actions should be taken. Furthenrvre, the generals

did not trust Bakhtiar, a fonrur enesy of the Shah, and possibly even

feared for their lives since they were no longer standing in the sha-

-w of the Shahanshah.

The cohesion of the armed forces dissolved rapidly without the

Shah's guidance and only the Imperial Guards continued to function as

a combat unit up to the end. After the confrontation between the

Imperial Guards and the Imperial Iranian Air Force on the tenth and

eleventh of February, General Charabaghi ordered all military units

back to their garrisons and the Islanic Revolution adieved success

during the morning hours of February 12, 1979. 7his date nmrked the

end of the Pahlavi regime and possibly the Pahlavi dynasty itself.

However, the Shah had never abdicated his crown as Iran's mrnarh.

More than a year has passed since the Islamic Revolution forced

the Shah and his regime fram the pinnacle of power in Iran and the

entire country is still in a state of anardy. Ayatollah Xhameini

and his close advisors have not been able to get an Islamic Republic

functioning to this day and may never reach success in attaining this

* goal. No one knows what the future may hold for Iran; hoever, it is

Sincreasing clear that the religious leaders were not capable of set-

ting up a democracy and we may see civil war rise out of the stagnant

revolution. It is not beyond comprehension to see the Shah return to

power, with defined limits, or see his son, Crown Prince Reza be re-
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quiested, to return if the Shah should succumb to cancer.
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Notes

Jomn M. Smith, "Unpublished Notes," recorded in an infonal

journal, initiated in Tehran on September 20, 1977 with entries post-

ed up through February 27, 1979. The recorded data was used for the

text of chapter five and were drawn fran daily activities, local pub-

lications, business conversations, and unclassified Imperial Iranian

Armed Forces publications in Iran.

f/
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CHAPTIER VI

AN ANALYSIS OF THE MOfl ISSUES THA3T ~TF7 y

T1O THE DESTf.TION OF THE PAHLAVI REGIME

In this dapter, we will analyze the researd data presented in

the first five chapters to determine if the thesis is valid in the

study of military art and science. Key stataents will be offered for

analysis that impacted directly on the Iranian Isliamc Revolution frcm

January 1978 up to the fall of the Shah's regime on February 12, 1979.

Ead statenent will have a relationship to the Inperial Iranian Armed

Forces as it attempted to support the government of Shah Mhwmukd Reza

Pahlavi during the revolutionary period. Ultimately, a conclusicm can

be reached that will answer the thesis problem statement: "Mhy did

the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces fail to maintain martial law and

quell the revolution"?

TO~ HIGH COST OF DILIA POWER

As stated in dapter one, the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces were

orgainized in separate service sections cmparable to the separate

military departments under the United States Department of Defense.

Iran had also been the single largest custamer in purdases of mili-

tary hardare and training from the Department of Defense (DOD). The

. . .e...-' -JI '..
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United States had provided military advisory service to the government

of Iran since 1950 with a major upgrading of the armed forces oommenc-

ing in 1972 under the "Nixon Doctrine."

By the mid-seventies, there were more DOD advisors working in

Iran than anywhere else in the world. We could see the eageniess dis-

played by the Shah in purchasing the latest state-of-the-art military

hardware made available to him under DOD's Foreign Military Sales (FM)

prograss. Iran's annual defense expenditures accounted for nearly

thirty per cant of the gross national product. The united States had

made EM sales estimated at nearly twelve billion dollars to Iran over

the last decade.

Also in chapter five, cbservaticns were provided that indicated

the Shah continued his unobstructed military hardare purchases to

pacify his military cmmanders and add prestige to the ared forces

in general. The absorbability of the vast quantities of tednologi-

cally advanced military equipment exceeded the capabilities of the

available tednicians within the armed forces of Iran and forced the

Shah to import large numbers of skilled personnel frcm the West. The

Imperial Iranian Air Force, as a case in point, had not been able to

*assimilate the complex F-14 into full service without continued exter-

nal support. The Shah had made enonmus expenditures for equipment

that could not be absorbed into the service sections and substantial

* quantities of new equipment sat at the major ports of Iran and could

not be moved onward for the same reasons.

he opposition could not accept such flagrant waste of resources

while thousands of poor Iranians were still lacking the basic needs
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for existence. In fact, many of the Shah's people were starving or

receiving support from the Mosques while new military equipment rust-

ed in place. Defense expenditures had denied adequate funding for

development in the civil sector and vividly displayed an irbalance in

Iran's econcaf.

SIMPACT OF RELIGION CN LOYALTY

Religion has always been important in the lives of the majority

of the Iranians. Islam, and particularly the Shiite brand of Islam

is the state religion in Iran and dates back to the sixteenth century.

%hen we consider that coservative estimates shcw close to ninety per

cent of the total Iranian population of thirty-four million practice

Shiite Islam, there can be little doubt of the major role this reli-

gion cmands in the Iranian society. Furthermore, if Islam can enjoy

such an overwhelming following with the Iranian populace, it should

follow that religion will impact in all facets of daily activities,

from the small, remote villages to the central govennt and its

political structure.

Faith, wrship, and prayers in Islam -71 first in the life of a

Moslem. It is not really significant if an individual is Shiite or

Sunni, he Ls totally dedicated to Islam. His desire is to serve the

master, Allah, and live his life according to the Koran. Each faith-
ful Moslem will follow the guidance of an Ayatollah and his interpre-

tation of Islamic law. Herein was the big omflict between Islam and

the goverrmwit of the Shah.

I1 - --I ---.. ..
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The clergy in Iran had always played an important role in past

goveznments of Iran under the secular Shahs; however, their represent-

ation started a major decline when Reza Shah the Great set up the

Pahlavi Dynasty in 1921. The clergy were stripped of their authority

to administer Islaic lw and cotrol education throughout Iran. Reza

Shah established a state controlled judicial systan and a state con-

trolled educational system. As stated in the text, Reza Shah also

forced Iranian womn to discard their chadors (veils) and wear cloth-

ing of western design, an extreme shock to faithful Moslem. When

Reza Shah was forced to abdicate in 1941, his san, Mduammik Reza was

placed on the throne and became Shah.

In 1963, the Shah fonnially initiated the White Revoluticn, whidh

the clergy perceived as the coup de grace to Islamn's position in Iran.

The conflict generated under the White Revuluticn was discussed in

detail in chapter to. The Islamic clergy and faithful followers had

protested the issues continuously from 1963 forward. The central

issue in all confrontations was the failure of the Shah's govement

to recognize Islamic lw and the Shah's failure to protect Islam, his

nandate under the Iranian Cnstitution of 1906.

The Ayatollah Ruhollah Xhueini, who was in exile in Iraq, sur-

faced as the catalyst for the Islamic cause. Xhamiini had suffered

humiliation fram the Shah and was in a pcsition of safety where he

could pread at will against the corrupt government of Iran. Once

Shoaini had accepted the yoke of leadership, the opposition grew in

strength fron all strata of Iranian society and reached a position

where the Islanic Peoples Revolution could effectively d&lenge the
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Shah. The Shah in this analysis should be viewed as the absolute

mnard, the only political authority, the political party, and the

military force.

LEV OF EDICATICN WIM THE ARMD FOPCES

The Imperial Iranian Armed Forces were the political authority

for the Shah. This force was also authorized under the constitution

of 1906. The an-ed forces in reality existed because of the Shah and

to serve the Shah. It was cbvious, that dedication to the Shah vari-

ed and was based on family background, position held, rank, and of

course, personal aribition. The officers fram the elite or upper

class were loyal and dedicated to the Shah. Their very station in

life existed by the will of the Shah.

The conscripts were another matter in that they had been forced

to serve. During the initial stages of the revolution the conscripts

were probably dedicated out of fear of their superiors. When they

becaie aware of alternatives to serving the Shah, dedication was no

longer evident.

It should be considered reasonable to state that many of the men

in unifom were loyal to the Shah based on a belief of his ideologies

and would have served without personal gain. The Shah had been a

successful ninard for thirty-seven years and the military mnwbers

had made a bad error in judgement, they had believed they were on the

winning team.
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The overviewi of the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces in chapter one

would appear sindiliar in organization to many annies of the world. On

the contrary, the chain of cixnand established by the Shah and his

highly centralized span of control for decision making prevented any

senblance of interaction betwemi the services. This situation did not

envolve because of inept oavennders or staff at the top levels, it was

by design of the Shah. The Shah had leazned the hard way about loyalty

in the early fifties when he was forced to flee Iran for his life.

After returning to the throne foU~cuing MciIUTEad Nbkssadeq' s arrest,

the Shah did not trust anyone explicitly. By forcing each major ccmr-

mander to report directly to him on all matters, he knew~ precisely

how eadh service section stood and information would not be filtered

or blocked. Although cumrbersome at tines, this system provided equal

status to five major cuTmanders and it would be difficult for a single

caviander to gain the support required to diallenge the Shah or initi-

ate a coup. Furthenrce, a ocander or meaber of the Imerial Iran-

ian Ground Forces could not enter an Iranian Air Force Bas without

first receiving approval frcm the Suprsie Ccaunnir '5 Staff.

Although the Shah had an effective method for dhecks and bal-

ane, his system also created discord beteen the services. No

major ouander could appreciate the benefits to be gained through

interaction of the total force due to requiLred "turnnel vision". The
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cctanders continually struggled to gain the Shah's attention and

therefore, receive his support on programs directed to their respect-

ive service sections.

Another prcblem that existed was the lack of training support

between two services such as clce air support sorties flown in sup-

port of a ground force exercise. The time required to clear a multi-

service operation was prohibitive and therefore, seldom requested.

The failure to maintain effective two way ommmications between ser-

vices did not strengthen the armed forces position when they were

faced with the Islamic movement to end the Shah's regime.

INTEIVAL CQONT= N WrI TH MIIT

During met of 1978, the military services managed to operate

without assistance from each other. In most of the large cities of

Iran, the ground forces were given the responsibility for maintaining

discipline and crowd control. The air force was required to secure

their own installations and in remote areas, they also maintained con-

trol of the populace. The gendarmerie maintained border security and

policed the smaller villages and tribal regions.

During the evening of February 9, 1979, the Hcmafars (warrantii officers) at Doshen Tapph Air Force Base in Tehiran started deixwtra-

ting over a video tape of Rhomaini's return. Although not discussed

earlier, the ground force patrols around the base ould not cntain

the large demostration and requested assistance. Elemmts of the

Imperial Guard, the Shah's elite unit, were sent in and fought for two
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days. The Imperial Guard became trapped between personnel on the

base and the civilian opposition on the outside. They received attack

helicopters to reinforce them and they were shot down. Finally, dur-

ing the night of the eleventh of February, the Imperial Guard, with

heavy casualties, withdrew out of the base.

Apparently the arrival of the Shah's personal guard elements, a

strong symbol of the crown, escalated a tense situation. Considering

the Hcmafars were educated tecnicians and unhapM' about the govern-

ments attitude toward their spiritual leader, they capitalized on this

nment of cfusion to break fran the air force. Most had volunteer-

ed for service due to job shortages on the econay and did not sup-

port the Shah's government as soldiers. They did not coidone Moslem

killing Moslem for the survival of the Shah's regime. The govern-

ment had tried to prevent a major military force from breaking ranks

and joining ]Kameini and it had failed in a miserable manner.

ABSNE OF 4 E EECISICN MAER

The Shah, and only the Shah, made decisions on major issues and

in most cases, on all issues. The highly centralized method of cn-

trol imposed by the Shah did not penit his comrerAnrs an opportunity

to exercise. The Shah trusted a few senior cmuandrs and provided

limited authority to them. It was never clear where that authority

started or ended. The Shah, as would be expected, had an elaborate

• umnicaticns system available and established for all modes of

travel; therefore, he was available to direct his govemient on all

° -_ . . .
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matters. Of course, when he departed Iran on "vacation" in January

of 1978, the dain of camiand was broken.

Prime Minister Bakhtiar and his regency ouncil were "in comand"

until the Islamic Revolution adieved success. Sc observers claim

the Shah continued to cuumuicate with General Qharabaghi from Egypt,

but research does not support their claim. Without the Shah, the

military leaders were in a state of linbo. The Shah's generals did

not work with Bakhtiar and did not initiate any plans of their own.

President Carter ordered General Robert E. Huyser to Iran as his

envoy to eset with the senior military cutuanders and oonvince them

to support Bakhtiar. He arrived prior to the Shah's departure and

stayed in Tehran for nearly one mnth. General Huyser's exact mission

and dialog is not known. Cbviously, the coumanders did not support

Bakhtiar and on the toelfth of February, General Qharabaghi gave the

order that neutralized the armed force.

Appare.atly, General Qharnbagi felt the govenrant was finished

since the Shah had left without much hope of returning and it would

be senseless to waste additinal lives for a governmet that could

not stand. He may have reached some agrement with Ayatollah Risini

and the volutionary Council to sto the bloodshed. Pamobmter, this

general officer was the son-in-law of Ayatollah Shariat Maderi which

sugests a oamprcnise was conceivable.

The author is ovinced that General Charabagi betrayed Baktiar

and the military on the advice of his father-in-law. 7he Shah was

jgce and it was each no for himself, at least it appeared that way

in Thhran. G enrl guwabagi was not wicuted and lives as a fre

-'--I ~j
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man in Tehran today.

STRESS (U M MIIM MRES

Although behavior scientists and medical doctors have studied

the impact of stress, it would be difficult to describe in general

term with niversal applications. The two major forms of stress,

mental and physical, apply to soldiers in a time of crisis such as

ombat operations. Physical stress can be measured by maximum heart

rate, lung capacity, muscle tone, and so forth. On the other hand,

mental stress is extremely difficult to quantify and will vary be-

tween individuals.

Cbviously the Shah's amy was physically conditined and they

received adequate nourishmnt to perform military missions. Mental

stress, hcwever, started to take its toll of the soldiers, mainly

armag the coscripts, during large confromtations where weapons were

fired into the demonstrations. The comn Iranian who died in the

street was an enemy of the Shah and not the soldiers. As we have

discvered in this researd, the majority of the conscripts were

illiterate and did not understand the reasons for killing or beating

faithful Mloslem brothers. If the nppoiticn had been members of the

Tudsh Party, the soldiers could have related to fighting atheists as

Semues of Islam. The coscripts fired their weapons into the crowds

became they were ordered to do so and even the omia soldier ould

"4 not ratimnalize this act. Initially they cbeyed, then hesitated

while samone else did the dirty work, and finally they broke and ran.
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Wen facing daec trators, the cscripts were asked by the

opposition why they served the Shah instead of Islam, why they killed

their Islamic brethren, and why they did not serve Allah as their

master. Those questions could not be answered since service to Islam

was their only true purpose in life as Moslem. Also, the aonscripts

identified with the people in the streets more than with the anry.

Therefore, the fear of eternal damratian weighed heavily on their

minds, and when mental stress could not be endured any longer, they

deserted their units.

EARSHP FOR A COUP

There were two general officers within the azmd forces who

could have been successful based on the observation of the author.

One was General Qharabaghi who enjoyed the respect of a majority of

the officer corp. He was considered to be brilliant, admired, mder-

ate, and most important, he was trusted by most Iranians. The other

officer who was capable of pulling off a coup was Geeral hosrowdad.

General Fhoszcwdad was a fiery leader who demandmd action out of

subordinates. He was a devoted supporter of the Shah and we re; -

sible for the defeat of lhcmeni in 1963. His 23rd Special Forom

had offered no mercy to the oposition against the Shah during th

1963 cofrontation. He was trusted by the Shah and yet, the Shah

kexp enced difficulty in rmtraining General Mm erodad. This mn

could have rallied support from the elite units in Iran, a force more

than adequate.
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The central problmn with a coup led by anyone would have been

support by the loer enlisted ranks, most of whom were conscripts.

General Qharabaghi might have generated such support; however, General

Khosrowdad would have had to use force and instill fear. Prior to the

Shah's departure, a coup had a dance of success if he had given the

word. General hosrowdad would have stopped the opposition, but the

streets of Iran would have been red with blood. After the Shah's de-

parture, cohesion in the military vanished and a succssful coup would

have been doubtful.

The author contends a plan for a coup might have existed in case

Bakhtiar's govenmmt failed. However, the confrontation between the

military services at Doshen Tappeh probably pree pted such an action.

This observation would certainly explain the hasty trials and execu-

tions of the Shah's top military leadership. Furtheznrre, General

Rhosrowdad was among the first four general officers executed. Once

again, attention focuses on General Qarabaghi who escaped death and

prison.

'a,
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COCUIMN

The Shah was Iran's ncnar&h and also the cmander in chief of

the Inerial Iranian Anmed Forces. Students of military history real-

ize that the commander is ultimately responsible for the forces under

his =mwa and control; that responsibility was certainly inherent

with the Shah of Iran. Although the Shah was an absolute mmarch and

he did not rule as an uniformed commander of a military government,

he did exercise crmplete control and authority over the anned forces.

His regime rigidly enforced a highly centralized form of control and

he made all decisions. The central issues which were revealed through

research are:

The Shah's failure to trust anyone in his regime after his exper-

ienoe with Mchammad Mossadeq in 1953.

The Shah's reluctance to delegate authority to his senior cam-

mandes, in particular, his service sectin camanders.

The concept that trust, lcyalty, devoticn, and dedication could

be purchased in his rmilitary ranks.

Failure by the Shah to provide cptions to his ocammnders in the

event his gove=newt did not stand.

Failure to onnsider the inpact his departure would represent re-

garding the safety of his cmemnd group if the Islamic Revoluticn

achieved success and he had not abdicated the throne.

_,_
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His failure to establish an environment with the enlisted ranks,

primarily for conscripts, that would promote their acceptance as human

beings vis-a-vis dumb animals.

Permitting corruption within the political leadership and the

officer corp.

The Shah's failure to place restraints on the SAVAK and the

National Police who had general officers in command.

Failure to believe or realize that the troops would serve the

promotion of Islam instead of dedicated service to the crown.

Use of brute force against his people instead of safe, moden

civil control methods, and well defined rules of engageent.

Issuance of martial law regulations and then his failure to en-

force them universally in Tehran and other major cities, especially

curfew time tables and public gatherings.

Failure to coumter Rhomeini's propaganda within his anied forces.

No effort to discredit Khomeini in the news media and in his

television appeals to the public.

His omplete withdrawal from public view which prevented his

persnal assessment of actual conditions and removed his presence

when needed by loyal supporters of his regime.

The Shah's tendency to vacillate on inportant issues.

His failure to issue sound guidance and timely decisions to his

azmed forces.

Expecting General harabaghi to assimilate camuand and control

.1 over the Imperial Iranian Armed Forces under Shapour Bakhtiar.

I
4 . - .. .. ... .... . .
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Therefore, a thorough review and analysis of this study has led

to one conclusion that provides the answer to the question addressed

in the thesis statement. Shah Mahamad Reza Pahlavi was responsible

for his Izperial Iranian Anmed Forces failure to maintain martial law

and quell the revolution.

f

3.
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